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Religious Group Starts
Interracial Movement

NAL CON

Tojj

GAITHFRSBURG, Md. Vice President Lyndon B.
Johnson has warmly commended the Post Office Department for its achievements
in carrying out President KenPresident James McBride
nedy's Executive Orders call- ,
ing for equal work opportuDabbs, of Mayesville, S.C.,
president of the Southern Renities in government service.
Addressing a training sem-,
gional Council, will close the
inar for postal hearing officers
conference at noon Saturday,
and investigators at the WashDec. 29, with a talk on "Obingtonian Motel here, the Vice
servations and Insights."
President said "very few
Three studies of desegreagencies have A record that
gation situations will be preA
550
CHECK
is
being
presented
by
tnemService of Memphis, which
*notches the Post Office in this
sented and discussed. Thomas
reaard"
hers of the La Juliet Club. Mrs. Lula Smith
JEIG's project of counseling
Hammond and Paul Gaston
Introduced by Postmaster and Mrs. Flenota Harris to the JUG', project.
of the history department of
for better family life to prevent and correct
General J. Edward Day, the Receiving the donation Is Ms. Ruth G.
NASIIV1LLE--A conference the University of Virginia will
the problems of soung unmarried mothers
Vice President talked to the loaner, icentrie esecutise
of southern churchmen and report on "The Public Schools
director of Fandilg
and lathers.
postal employees in his capacCHICAGO, Ill - One thous- each month by Friendship
others concerned with regional in Charlottesville. Va."; Sarah
ity as chairman of the Presirace relations will discuss in- Herbin and Tartt Bell of the and doors will open to better House.
dent's Committee on Equal
t (-grating a desegregating American Friends Service racial understanding in Chico. The massive Jan. 6 exerEmployment Opportunities.
South, Dec. 27-29 in Under. Committee on "Equal Em- go and its suburbs January 6. cise was initiated by Father
_He eited two preaa where he
wood auditorium, located on Ployment in Greensboro, N.C.," On that day, 1,000 Negro William Hogan, assistant at
said the Committee's records
the campus of Vanderbilt uni. and Dr. Samuel Williams pas- ,couples will stand at the doors St. Raphael's Parish here and
reflect "a high level of actor of Friendship Baptist of their homes to welcome a board member of Friendship
,versity.
complishment within the PostHouse.
The consultation is sponsor- Church in Atlanta, and presi- 5,000 white visitors for infor- Cooperating are Rabbi
al Service."
Robdent of the Atlanta branch of mal living room discussion of
ed by the Fellowship of South.
"First, in processing corn'racial problems - and an in- ert Marx, regional director of
Fifty-six years in the minis. McEwen Williams, represent .ern Churchmen and the South.lthe NAACP, on "The Role of
plaints, the Postal Service has try
the Federation of the Union of
Religion in Desegregation Et- formal pot of coffee.
will come to an end for ing the Baptist Pastors' All:!ern Regional Council.
exreeded by 15 per cent the
exceeded
forts in Atlanta."
Rev. W. L. Vented°, pastor of ance; Rev. Charles J. Mickle.
The size of the visitation is American Hebrew Congrega_
Government-wide average for
The meetings begin at 7:30 The Fellowship and Council unique. But the plan for en- tions, and the Rev. Douglas M.
Cumming Street Baptist representing the Memphis and
corrctive action.
Still,
p.m. Thursday Dec. 27, with an planning committee explained couraging understanding
Church retires. The church's Shelby County Interdenominis
"Second. the second annual
the social welfare department
address by the Rev. Martin the conference is concerned seven years old.
Ministers' Alliance.
c,".nqm of Negro emaloatnent congregation has planned to ational
of the Church Federation of
Luther King, Jr. on "An Anal- with fuller desegregation and
wear
a -amine Teati• and Irwin A. Franklin of Can.
Sponsoring the MASS outing Greater Chicago.
in the Federal Civil Service m ia.him at
ysia of the Ethical Demands of the ''positive acceptance" of a January 6 is
program set for all day ton, Miss., who heard Rev
Friendship House, Father Hogan
shows real progress toward the am
and the other
Integration in the South." free society.
Catholic interracial movement sponsors saw the communityay when all employment and Sunday,Dec. 30 at the church. Varnado preach his first set—
The celebration will start mon and remembers the text.
headquartered here, together wide demonatration
all promotien is enmpletely on with
as a valutribute
'
s from the Sunday All miniftere in Memphis are
with Protestant and Jewish able adyance
the beats of merit."
in interfaith
groups ins ited by Friendship cooperatfloa,
te) Grades 5 through 11, he school department at 9:30 a.m. 'Melted to attend the celebraand as a herald of
tion as well as the public.
REV. W. L. VARNADO
House to cooperate.
pointed mit, employment of Crinducting it will be the se_
the January 14 - .17 National
Burse.' From 1906 to 1909 Rev. Var'rintendent. James
Editor's Note:
Friendship House originated Conference on Race and ReNerroes for fiewsl 1962 increas. pe
23.86 per cent.
(The following articles by
ed by 17 per cent - a total of At 11 a.m. Rev. Varnado will nado held pastorates at Fair- DI
Little wonder, then, the in- the uninue plan in 1955 with ligion to be held here. It is also
deliver the sermon. Mrs. Artie view, Priestly Chapel, Mt
Business Editor Jim Mont- tensified
744 lobs.
Negro efforts some 50 visitors participating exoected to spark a drive in
Pleasant
and
all
Rest,
Pilgrim
Nelson
will rive "Portrait
gomery appeared in the through "Operation Breadbas- that year. By the end of 1962, Illinois for an open occupancy
The seminar was the second G.
be
Baptist
will
Dinner
Canton,
Leader."
churches
in
Friday, December 14, 1962 ket" as well as federal coerc- the annual total had grown to law next spring.
snonsored by the Department of a
Atlanta Constitution.)
to help train investigators in served in the church's fellow- Miss. He continued to hold
' But the main aim remains
ive powers to break down dis- more than 1.000.
pastorates
noon,
shin
12
hall
until
in
at
6
Mississippi
matters involving complaints
White citizens who profess crimination barriers in the Inquiries from all over the to bring truth to those who are
1924
when
he
is
went
to
fnnim
Jackafternoon
h
of discrimination and employee
to he mystified by this year's hiring and promoting of work- nation prompted FH to "ex- seeking it.
r
scheduled to start at 2 o'clock son. Tenn., in 1924. He came
cHev.-,-os
vastly stepped-up campaign ers in all types of employment. port" the plan. More than a For Christian participants,
or
to
Memphis
1937
in
to
accept
Mrs.
Luba
A check for $50 was prevent. on the part of Atlanta Ne- But the BLS figures also dozen cities now are using it. the day will be appropriately
A total of 75 postal person- "-hen
Cnvin'Itn"
call
Varto
Salem
Miss.,
church.
Rev.
Bantist
where
Canton.
halm,
ed by the La Juliet club to the groes to secure A better Eco- illustrate a related problem, A standing offer of help for the Feast of the Ephiphany,
nel.
,;eistry at He accepted a similar position Family
ory level attended the second "'rlA `f-r'ed
Service of Memphis to nomic break. principally by that of educational credentials, others wanting to offer FR when the long and successful
"the 75 wh,ri.ceiv_ Fairview Bantist church, will at Cumming Street church in be used for the JUG'.
miraa. aiv
Club attacking what the Negroes a generally-acknowledged in- Educational Home Meeting iournev of the three Wise Men
ed trainine at the earlier sem. a,. g-aaeraaa of raene,,,rapia M rs, 1949.
project, last week. The presen- regard as discriminatory ern. dicator of qualifications for programs is given in COMMU- in search of Truth is corngine
will
ardent
a
He
solo.
has
Rarron
been
Z
an
A
A.
workMagazine, published memorated
tation was on behalf of the rdevment nractices. may be the skilled jobs that bring NITY
inar the Department hat the '
”1-,1s. to er in the civic, educational por'i,;7•••n
largest group of any Federal
club by the president, Mrs. celightervel by a look at some higher pay.
„isnev
nreaent a prmaram at 3:15 that litical and religious life of Elnora Harris. and
furi
,
CS
I
Mrs. Lula depreasing long-term income TO ONLY SIX
these
Memphis.
" to
tions. They
Smith. treasurer. Receiving it trends.
represent
all "f"'• ry^"'its
From 1950 to 1960, accmdGeorge
cinate
E.
W.
F.
Lee.
are
was the executive director of
races religions and ethnic
Depressing, that is. from the ing to BLS, the heads of white,
Havea.
nr•
gro,,ps.
Service, Mrs. Ruth G. Neoroes' point of view.
families in Atlanta maintained
renreaent
the
who
local
will
Joyner.
The '
These new facts of Negro the same average in number
The JUG's pro‘ect is direct- economic life in Atlanta are of years of education-11.
so successfultv in conductine ehapier of the NA ArP• aeaae
ed at "working through cowl- offered here as a follow-up
hearings under the revised a Turner. renreaenting the
Among local Negro famine,
An estimated 250 families
to last week's news reports however, the average
selling and
grievance procedures that the'
T Tnn-Pnrtis
'
n vete
"
' T'ea
'
n
'
e
number "Mrs. Willa Alma McWilwere made happier on Christ- ter family education for bet- on
Loretta
Family
Kateo.
Mre.
On the day of her death
a comparison of local of years of education
life to prevent and,
decision was made to enlarge
of heads liams Walker did more for the she had taught classes at Maprocj. mas Day by the big hearted- re-menet
gArviCa! Lemis
the problems of
1 white and Negro farnily inthe training program.
of
families
declined
from
only'
CollPf/P where ness of 27 Prince Hall Affili- unmarried mothers
advancement of human prog- nassas, the school she began
11
15 S
and fath- comes in 1960.
1 A. ' tient of 001'11,T1
eight in 1950 to only six in ress in 52 years than Methuse- her
ated Masonic lodges and 18 ers.
teaching career at the
A now U.S. Bureau of La- 1960.
ants Pm Free/twee Asiatic," Rev. Varnado is a board memFaatern Star chapters in Mem- "We have given
accomplished
lah
969 age of 15 after establishing a
in
were hired to implement the bers
bor Statistics (BLS) study
the
La
JuliThis
explained
is
least'
at
phis and Shelby county.
years"
brilliant scholastic record and
et club gift to the JUG's Pro- euhlished then showed that
President'a larders in each of
"'
"I rn
in part, according to some obWilliams. ject." Mrs. Smith said, "be- 11,io average annual
remained there for more than
the Department's 15 regional at which Rev. W C. Pnimel. Rev. Charles F.
stated
Rev,
So
p.
Gorlea
income
of.
servers,
continued
by
the
inRootist grand master of Masonic LodgPe,o^h
35 years.
.”-on*
was ex
we rem so firmly that 11Too.ro families in Atlanta Was!flux into the Atlanta area
iS
of'ir"
of H-ntrel during a eulogy for
nanded to include personnel chimeh will nreaidm win have es in Tennessee told the Tri every donation large or small ".307 or only 48 'ler cent of Negroes from rural areas who the outstanding teacher, civic PPMCIPAL SPEAKS
State Defender that he started
Appearing on the funeral
noitt make a big dif'amenca the Atlanta white family
in the leemr cameoriaa of tha
aver- lackad either the encreiraeee leader and political worker
atm of 66.594.
Postal field service, who will A. Owen. naator of mete-eve. the nroiect of giving (mid to in the life of a boy or girl.
last Thursday in the Trinity proerarn was Principal Louis
ment
or
opnortunity
to
get
needy
families at Christmas "We
"" t'amlat rhorro, V•-•,,, A 5,
function at the local level.
should
CME church before some 250 B. Hobson, who praised Mrs.
with the RACE FOR 1950
much education.
time in 1947. the first year he JUG's club and inin
Walker for hen many contriIt also showed that, on a
do our bit for
On completion of the course 144(4-""^. "'Or)* of Salem-Gilmourners.
TOTEM
POLE
"as
elected head of the lodge. sunnort of this
butions to the North Memphis
Rey. A.
ner capita basis, Negro
the trainees will be qualified field Bantiq
incomel Another reason for Negrocel Mrs Walker d.cd at John community.
He said the number of fami- means so much project which here averaged
to handle complaints under the
to youth in
only 45 per; difficulties in getting or ad- Gaston hospital on Monday
lies grew from 87 to 381.
He said, "Manassas is a
trouble, and which will help cent as high as white incomej vancing to better jobs and
President's Order on Eva' placing competent, full-time
evening, Dec. 17, after suf-1
State
head
of
the
lodge ex- other young people
Employment Opportunities. On oqroer nor5OnS in key nnsitions
avoid here in 1960-$1,002 versus!higher pay, according to some faring a heart attack. She had, better school because of her.
"We
1
d•
do not solicit trouhte that could ruin
She always strove for excelrequest of individual emnlov- for this nation-wide program.
their
major Atlanta employers who been in poor health for some- 1 lence. Second best was not
The BLS has now made
sant public funds to obtain the food. lives."
ees they will also hold hear- "The Denortmeet"
time but had refused to beCounsel to these girls and available comparable income
See PAY, Page 2
ings and conduct inveatirations "was among the first particiSee RITES, Page 2
come inactive.
pockets to purchase it."
boys already struggling with figures by race for 1950.
of adverse actions taken pants in regional meetings
The big basket given con- nroblern ton big
And they show that in Atseeinst the employee by the snonsorad be the President's
for them is
tained a ham, bag of potatoes, being given by Mrs.
Postmaster or Regional Direc- Committee. You act:mired the
Ann R. lanta during the past decade
aevaaal kinds , of beans, to- Pnbieson. a
1. The average income of
highly nitalified
necessary skills and the neces.
tor.
sauce. social
annle
kraitt.
matoes.
worker who was former. Neer° families increased by
The Vice President credited sary information at an early
a.
`"
f`"
,
17
,
mackaeon
only
of
31.86 per rent, or a70q
students at
the Department with foresight date. and vou acted on that erel,
corn, greens flour, meal, Brown college at AtlantaMorris from $2,508 in
1950 to $3.307
In acknowledging the need of information.
oninot-is, lard, veraity. In
in
leen.
mame than
rice idly emanate oranges, etc. a year Mrs. Robinson
2.
The
average income of
has
(1-net-al chairman of this anneaeled with
families increased In
neaaly 100
year's project was Ray Mays. teen-aare girls and boys
4
9.22
per
cent. or $2,274, trim
and
Mrs Nettie O. Coles was the "lei, families Saveral
54 520 in 1950 to
$6,894 ir
voting
secretary.
families have been united and 1980.
3. Average per capita Negro
ether voting peorle started on
the road to healthier family income increased be
only
23.116 per cent, or $193, from
The nearly $2.000 in contri- Last week's contributions inlife.
The La Juliet Club officers $809 in 1950 to $1,002 in 1960.
butions reported last week by cluded approximately $1,200
from business firms, an addi4. Average per capita white
emphasized that the Project
volunteer workers pushed the
tional $245 from city school I The City Federation of Col- not only helps the girls and Income increased by 44.4 per
total for the United Negro Colteachers, $141 from the Young ored Women's clubs plans to boys who are in trouble, but'cent, or $684. from $1,540 in
lege Fund campaign over the
Jazz concert. $100 from Tri- celebrate the 13th anniversary thrrnl'th eflo,
stion teechts our 1950 to $2.224 in 1960.
$12,000 mark. Another report
State Bank, $250 from WDIA, of the Lelia Walker Club young people how to avoid APT.. TYPES
meeting will be held this
Thus, in tr,rms of 15,,
$70 from three churches. $50-House, 717 Walker Ave., Jan. pl"alla in ernwine Imo.
,raeo
Thursday night, Dec. 27, at
from Kappa Alpha Psi and an 13 he navine lribl•SA to its If you your club or organi- annual family income. Atlanta
7:30 in the faculty lounge of additional
$48 from Postal club donor. the /ate Mrs. Lelia eation eon iein the others and Neareten lost ground to Atl.oBrownlee Hall on the Le- workers.
Walker. T h e prON,
SM is give a donation to this worth. ta Whites during the decade
Moyne College campus.
Johnnie
Rodgers, a scheduled to start at 4 p.m. mho.. tmeieet Vira Harais and of the city's most rapid
Miss
Among the big contributors 1962 honor graduate of LeAt 3 p.m. a niteaimare tr) Mrs. Smith urge you to call growth.
this year are teachers in the Moyne. reported $113.
the gave of Mrs. Walker will o* write Mrs. Aederaen BridgAt the same time, while
date
contributing
to
Churches
who
system
were
city school
leave at 3 n ma announces Mrs. e*. president. JUG'S Club, Inc., consumer prices in Atlanta
left. Leon A. °omen. 0.1% Peepie. Jame.
LEAVING CHURCH .
*IA the remains of
Vernon
Baptist,
$2,118.75
total
of
a
Second
given
Mt.
have
,Marie L. Adams, president of I IA/ A l••••,,l. Ave.. JA. 7-4959., were staging a 22.8 per cent
Lee, and right-Noble H. Owens. Jr., Overlie
the
Mrs.
McWilliams
Tate
Willa
Walker
are
Congregational
Heading
drive.
this
and
the
to
Mississip-ithe City Federatinn of Chiba. or Mrs. Ruth G. Joyner, execu- I advance. Negro per capita inWilson, A. I.. Platte° and net seen. Milton
energetic pi Blvd, Christian. The Rev.iMrs. Annie L. Higgins will be tive director. Family Service of come here barely kept up withi active pants..TTTTT and fellow teachers at Madivision
the
is
Barber and John J. Johnson.
George D. Clark, principal of John C. Mickle Is chairmarain charge.
,Memphis, 181 Jefferson, SA 5- the cost of living inasmuch asi flagReli High School of the departed courageI The public Is invited.
A. B. Hill elementary school. of the Church Division.
this inzome Increased by only!ous and tireless community worker. At the
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Teacher Praised For ivic
Work In Rites At Trinity

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1962

HumpoLDT

buns wishes to that* the
ti.trztl Mesdaamneeis .Asti
Reid,
ordan
E.
for preparing and serving the
party.

The first through the sixth
grades of Stigall were enter' A very enthusiastic and ap- tamed in the gym with a
preeiative audience witnes- Christmas pageant presented
sed- the first public perform- by the first graders. Although
ance of the Stigall High School it was quickly gotten up,
everyone there appreeiated
tier Z. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wells, 822 Lane; girl, Cynthia Dar- band in uniform.
'
carols and, swings
1453 N. Stovall; girl, Sandra lene.
'pea
I Under the direction of band. their little
and Mrs. Edgar L Den- Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Har- master Glenn Weldon a most about Christmas. rollocgiOrthe
,
113 K irk; girl, Patricia
Mr. and Mrs. Starks Jack- ris, 6997 Sexton; girl, Stepha- enjoyable program of classics, program Principal Tuggle POented a large box of grocerson, 1739 Silver; girl, Dorothy nie Ann.
populars end Christmas music lea
that these children had
was rendered with much cred- brought
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Harris, Denise.
Dec. le
for the Kindergarten.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones. it to the director and the stu525 Lucy; boy, Deadrick Aar- Mr. and Mrs. John E. HughThis was accepted on behalf
on.
es, 3013 Calvert; girl, Doris 845 Alvert; girl, Pamela Ann. dents. Their .appearance made of the board by Mrs. Vance,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Jack- up for any technical defects in who
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Wil- Faye.
thanked all for thinking
w
son, 2077 Sharman; boy, James Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. son. 139 Modder; boy, Curtis. the program, for they looked of the school at this thrie of
Wright, 1481 Ash; boy, Tyrone. Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. beautiful in their purple and
Edward, Jr.
3
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Cham- Jones, 1443 Lyceum; girl, Jo gold uniforms that can be worn'
Dee. 7
seven different ways as was The choirs of Morning Star
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Chal- bers, 167d Eldridge; boy, Ber- Ann.
c
Bhaptit
rsi st church presented a
Mr. and Mrs. Jim T. Motley,'demonstrated by seven boys.
mers, 1340 Gold; boy, Alex ry C.
lsccantata,
antaat,
e Child
urci
3458 Warford; girl, Gloria The majorettes, petite and of Bethlehem"rn
Me. 18
Henry, Jr.
the
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. very attractive in their white last Sunday nigh t.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
fitted outfits with purple trim,! The program was under the
Harris, 395 Argo; boy Rozell. Rodgers, 535 Linden; girl, An- Jean.
Cannon, 1543 Orr; boy, Ed-;were outstanding in their pre- direction of Mrs. Eula Ellison
Mr. and Mrs. Robert John- gela Denise.
cision with Rochester Johnson who, with the group stood
son, 1421 Lyceum; boy, Nikita. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Robin- ward Lewis, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce John- son, 510 Vance; 'girl, Gloria Mr. and Mrs. Clarence C.!high stepping in his highly throughout the entire program
Back row, left to right: Bhairwant Singh, unJohnson. 1941 Castalia; boy, decorated hat and baton, lead_ Qoloists were Mesdames Willie! IN HONOR SOCIETY — These six prominent
son, 822 N. Bellvue; girl, Va- Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis V. Mor- Curtis C.
ling the girls thru the gym in Poston, C. A. Jones, L. B.1 students have been elected members of Leclassified; Irma Jean Ezell, sophomore, and
nessa.
Thomboy,
formations.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Per- some interesting
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. row, 3072 Johnson;
Willie R.'Chapman, junior. Others Inducted:
rields and Mr. Charlie Frank Moyne College's Honor Society. First row, left
kins, 239 Ivory; boy, Alvin They even did a high class Jones. Mrs. C. A. Jones and to right: Donna J. Jones, junior: Eddie DeU
Means, 1195 Smith; boy, Ce- as Earl.
Marva Chambers, sophomore: Ruth Louis3
W.1
Robert
Mrs.
Dale.
.
and
Mr.
version of the twist. Mesdames miss Enid Sims were accom- Ford, sophomore. and Gloria Neal, junior.
dric Bernard.
Young, junior, and Beatrice Quarles, senlo .
Adelaide;
boy,
1402
H.
Poe,
Townsend,
Mr.
and
Mrs
John
and Williams were panists. The program was in- Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Oli-.
162 Mill; girl Velma Denise. a visors, an assistedin get- t nresting and th e snirt
ver, 1908 LaPaloma; girl, Myr- Elsa Levern.
i of th e day night with Mr. Urban M.
M.
Charles
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Woodline
season
and
keening
things
in
ting
thia Letitia.
prevailed throughout. Garrett, president of t 11 e
Mr. and Mrs. Duke E. Yates, Perkins, 3045 Johnson; a girl. ley, 3013 Calvert; boy, Larry for the occasion.
Mi,eh ',edit is due Mrs. Ellison'senior choir as organist and
L.
InRobert
and
Mrs.
Jerome.
over
Mr.
uniforms
cost
The
Jr., 2435 Silver Cove; boy,
and Mr. Jones for their contri• •a
gram, 783 Pendleton; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Thomp- $4,000, and certainly the citi- butions toward making this a ,director, and Mrs. Garrett, I
Duke Everett.
pianist. The spirit of the seawill
help
Renne.
Prisof
Humbodlt
Margaret
Williams;
girl,
zens
son,
575
Dee.
success.
with this large expense. It T h e Lane Chapel CME 1son was more pronounced
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Remus. cilla.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar HawMn. and Mrs. Wendell Mil- will certainly pay off. Profs. A.'church choirs presented their'through the singing of the NEW YORK — Delta Sigma such offenses as sitting in the'
kins, 387 Fairhop rd.; boy, An- 642 Washington; boy, Eugene
chorus with solos by Mr. A. P.
P. Munn and D. H. Tuggle are Christmas program last S
Jr.
ler.. 620 St. Paul; boy, Paul.
drew Carlton.
Theta, the national sorority of front of a bus, entering a tee- Mr. and Mrs. Percy Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Bennie F. Hun- principals.
Dee. 9
Negro college women, devot- taurant, and seeking to attendham and Mrs. Garrett. Miss
ter, 1264 Louisiana; twin girls. The High Society Girls FedMr. and Mrs. Clifton C. Ayed its energy. this Christmas a church service.
Alverna Yarbrough was anerated club met Dec 19, in the I
Dec. 20
ers, 1451 Barksdale Cove; girl.
nouncer. Rev. McKelvy is pas- towards the relief of Negro The head of the Delta chapMr. and Mrs. Louise E. home of Miss Martha Robinson. i
Deborah Vanessa.
families in Albany, Ga., whose ter in Albany, Marion King,
tor of the churah.
Douglass, 228 Holland; girl, On Monday, Dec. 17 these girls!
Doc. 11
means of income have been was knocked to the ground,i
Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Vance m
were responsible for serving a
Carla Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Wilcut off due to their efforts to and kicked by an officer when.•
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. pre-Christmas party for the
(Continued From Page 1) have as house guest, Mrs. Es- obtain the right to vote.
liams, 2012 Rile; girl, Connie
she brought food to 100 teentelle Hornbeak of Memphis,
(Cointinued From Page 1)
Bell, 373 East- girl Tammy little ones at Gillespie KinJean.
"
Al- agers who were arrested foe
say they have eliminated ra- who has b2en a long time Over 1,1
Raymonda.
dergarten.
The
members
and
Dec. 12
good enough for her.
hiring friend of the family. She came bany have been arrested for marching, peacefully, on the'
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Taper, their advisor, Mrs. Zelda Wil- cially-discriminatory
Mr. and Mrs. Edward John- 1 Hobson added: "The only
City Hall. She was six monthell
, practices, is that Negro job in time to share in the joy of
son, Jr., 1427 Pillow; girl, Te- things she ever fought were 553 N. Fourth; boy, Lacey Lee.
, applicants who have received Rev. Vance's 83rd birthday, pital but is at home now and pregnant at the time and losth!
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Winston
Mathressa Dyanne.
injustice and oppression."
vocational training in scare- and the holiday season,
doing nicely at this writing. her baby.
AT JOHN GASTON
Despite his warning for her ews, 482 Tillman; boy, Winston
gated schools often either fail, Mrs. Drucilla Tuggle has ' Mrs. Zetta Webb is improvDr. Jeanne Noble, a native
Jr.
HOSPITAL
lotte
Kaye.
to "slow down," he said she
to pass or fail to score as well been out of town for two or ing after a short illness. Her of Albany and the National
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
A.
Dee. 15
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willie
L.
Wilcontinued to work just like
on aptitude tests as white ap- three weeks at the bedside of granddaughter, Edith Matthis, President of Delta, in her plea 1
Mr. and Mrs. David McKin- she had some 15 years ago. Stewart, 1182 Neptune; girl. liams, 1337 Florida; boy, Greg- plicants.
her cdusins, Mr. and Mrs. who teaches at Ridgely, Tenn., to Delta sorors everywhere to
Sara Elizabeth.
ley, 1347 Latham; girl, Rosie TRAINED YOUTH
ory.
And some employers here Pettigrew of Jackson. Mr. came down for a few days to aid the embattled Negroes of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clovis
BaldMae.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
D.
Taylor,
the
Rev. Hentrel told
say N,groes are justified in,Pettigrew has been in the hos- see her grandmother.
her city said:
Mr. and M r s. Randy D.
Mrs. Walker ridge, 164 Hickory; boy, Tim- 1619 Carpenter; a boy.
I complaining that Negro voca-i
thamournes
Woods, 1330 Brown; girl, Ca- had wanted to become a law- othy.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Lig- tional schools here provide!
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Gar- gins, 1644 S. Orleans; girl, poorer quality training
rolyn.
yer as a child, but she had
than
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Carter, an "overpowering desire to rett, 1996 Jefferson; girl, Chi- Marcella Kay.
white vocational schools.
1804 Keltner; girl, Paula Re- train young people" and sacri- quits Darcelle.
Mr. arid Mrs. Jeffery J.
And so efforts to speed
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Bort- Jones,, Jr., 1018 Alaska; boy, school desegregation go Hand
nee. •
ficed a career in the legal
" Mr. and Mrs. Willie L.1 profession for one in the class- tei s, 1410 Britton, boy, James Jeffery Johnson III.
in hand with moves to elimiAnthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Charile John- nate employment discriminaBranch, 2032 Saulsberry; girl, room.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dorsey
T.
PatAngela Rejean.
son,
1734
Brookins;
boy,
Carl
the
tion
barriers as Negroes here
In her efforts to help
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Stew- Negro, Rev. Hentrel stated.' terson, 1094 Greenswood; a Anthony.
and elsewhere strive to climb
Mr. and Mrs. Columbus from the bottom of the ecoart, 1505 May; girl, Beverly "she sometimes had to fight1 boy.
Jean.
some who were not as for- Mr. and Mrs. John H. Mc- Jones, 1785 Castalia; boy, Jim- nomic totem pole.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Car- ward looking as she.
1 Kinley, 1380 E. Mallory; girl,' mie.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburt E.
nes, 483 Lipford; girl, Marilyn! "She was a great woman," Tammy Regene.
Diane.
Collins, 578 S. Lauderdale;
he declared, "but she was too Dec. 22 •
Mr. and Mrs. James-E. Carr, close to us for us to realize Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. boy. Harold Bernard.
BEAUTY SHOP
Spragling, 897 Neptune; boy, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Camp361 Wellington; girl, Dianne. her true greatness."
bell. 734 Waltz Alley; boy, 1666 Riverside WH 8.9293
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D. Mc- It was in 1949 that Mrs.,Charles Eugene, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. White,! Dwight Edward.
Christon, 875 Polk; a boy.
Walker became very active in
Mr. and Ma. Arthur D. Mil- civic affairs. She help found 725 S. Fourth; girl, Etoye Lyn-i
With coupon and
ler, 1661 Marjorie; girl, Con- the North Memphis Civicl
$5.00 additional
tanza Ann.
club in 1950 and served as its
purchase,excludDoc. 16
secretary. Mrs. Walker also
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. was one of the founders of
ing tobacco
Wesley, 855 Maywood; twin the Bluff City and Shelby
Cars Or
boys.
County Council of Civic
Used Cars
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jami- Clubs and was assistant secreson, 1609 Humber; boy, Larry tary until she resigned beWith couLanier.
cause of ill health.
pon and
TO
SUIT
FINANCING
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Freeman, RESIGNED
$5.00 ad•
PURSE
YOUR
ditional
602 Lucy; girl, Wanda Yvette. She succeeded Blair T. Hunt
purchase,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones. 3S the president of the Bluff
excluding
1109 Tunstall; a boy.
City Teachers Association and
tobacco
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Pugh, resigned
of her
because
2119 Eldridge; a girl, Earnest- health to be succeeded by
ins.
Nat D. Williams of Booker T
Dec. 17
Washington High school
Mrs.
Wilbur
Mr. and
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
C. In 1959 she was married to
Crosby, 1404 Humber; a boy. James F. Walker, secretary
DEALERS
.1962
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron SiroP- of the Coopers Union local
THIRD & GAYOSO
son, 1318 Rayburn; boy, La- 99 and vice president of the
Peace he with you all
fayette.
JA 6-8871
, Tennessee Labor Council of :iv
during this Holy Time.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore the AFL-CIO.
Scott, 318 Jones; boy, Ronald Only few flowers were seen
Keith.
at the funeral as Mrs. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. John C. B. had requested that contribuLand, 937 McDowell; girl, San- tions be made to the North
dra Denise.
Memphis Civic club, the
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Batts, NAACP and other organize631 McKinley; boy, Dana Mar- tions.
yell.
Interment was in New Park
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Hutch- cemetery. Hayes and Langston
ins, 1862 Eldridge; girl, Steph- was in charge of arrangeanie Denise.
ments.
Pork

,

Deltas Aid Georgia
Civil Rights Victims
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Buy Your
1963
From Us

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

Fresh

May the joy
of the holiday
season ring loud and
clear for you and
your loved ones...
and a merry Christmas
be enjoyed by all!

ROAST
WHOLE LOIN or RIB HALF

First Nationat Bank
OF MEMPHIS

Morton's 8-0z.
Beef, Chicken,Turkey

All Popular-Priced Soft
Drinks Including

With thl• coupon end 65.00 ad.
ditienel purchase, exciuding
bocce, Memphis Argo and W•st
Memphis, thru W•dit Jon. 2.
Limit one.

GOOD FOR 50 FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS
wititthis coupon and purchesee
3ilbs. or mere
WHITE or YELLOW

ONIONS
Memphis Area end Woof Moo,
phie, through Mod.,
Limit en..

Jos. 2.

With Oils coupon and 65.00 oildirlonel purchosit, excluding 1••
Irmo, Alessphis Area end Woof
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Limit ogle%
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Atty. Gen. Kennedy
To Address Opening
Of Celebration

ti

Left Side

DOWN FRONT,
:

WASHINGTON. D.C. — Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy plans to deliver the main
address at a ceremony opening
an exhibit commemorating
the Centennial of the issuance
of the Emancipation Proclamation at the National Archives Friday, Jan. 4, 1963 at
12 boon, it was announced today by the United States Commission on Civil Right. The
ceremony is under the sponsorship of the Commission.
The exhibit will include the
original Emancipation Proclamation of January 1, 1963, as
well as the preliminary ProclaViet president and general manager, Theomation of September 22, 1862 1
dore A. Jones. The program was presented to and
contemporary accounts
the company by its public relations depart- and letters concerning
the
ment.
Proclamation.
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I "LET'S GO!" 1963 is the theme of Supreme
'Life Insurance Company of America's promotional program. and discussing it with the
t President, Earl B. Dickerson, second from
right, is Martin Luther Ring, far right, and

_

Elect Officers At Annual Meet
Of Orange Mound Day Nursery
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'Supreme Life's Calendar
Commemorates Emancipation

Gifts Sold By
Alpine Club At
H ay bazaar

CONTEST WINNERS — Little Miss Ruth Evelyn Ford. left.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Haywood Ford of 1920 N. Clovis
lane, was crowned queen, and Douglas Patrick Crawford,
son of Mr. and mire. Dover Crawford, Jr.. of 1146 Saxon,
was crowned king in a baby contest sponsored by the Owen
College Alumni Association during • program held at the
college on Sunday. Dec. 16, in the college auditorium. Mrs.
Mary Telford was chairman of the affair. The Association
expressed its appreciation to the putdle for supporting the
contestants.

Indict 2 Who Helped
Send Negroes To Death

Berl I. Bernhard, Staff Director of the Commission on
Civil Rights, will preside at
the ceremony. Other program
participants will include The
Very Reverend Francis B.
Sayre, Jr., Dean of the Washington Cathedral; Dr. Charles
Wesley, president of Central
State college, who is also president of the Association for the
Study of Negro Life and History; and Dr. J. H. Jackson,
president of the National Bap- 1
list Convention and pastor of
Olivet Baptist Church, Chicago, Ill.

A unique and inspiring stiles expired one-year trim of J. L.
promotional program has been'McMillan.
planned b), the Supreme Life
Included with the calender
Insurance Company of Amen- is a report on the progress and
0
During the annual meeting Ave,, included: Mrs. W. A. ca, Negro-owned and operat- growth of Supreme Life, paof the Orange Mound Day Bisson, 2312 Park Ave., vice d, in Chicago,: to commem- ralleling its development and: The Alpine Neighborhood
Nursery, Dec. 13, Mrs. Wallace president; Mrs. James Marks, orate the Centennial of the goals with that of the rFce as club held its last meeting of
M. Pennepacker of 4353 Bur- 4658 Princeton Rd., treasurer; Emancipation Proclama- a whole.
the year and a bazaar at the
gundy Rd., was reelected pres- !Mrs. Loretta Kateo, 414 E. Mc- tion during 1963.
Following it is a "Let's Go!"'home of Mrs. Rosa Wright beident of the board of directors Lemore Ave., recording secreThe program includes a cal- ad campaign which has as its fore the holiday at her home
for the second successive term. tary; Mrs. Orson Coe, 5130 endar featuring famous Ne- central theme: "They say the at 597 Mississippi blvd., and
Other board of directors of- :Whitehall Ave., corresponding groes to stimulate pride in the first hundred years are the it was enjoyed by all present. In addition to preparing a
Centennial Report on the stapast. Booklets containing in- hardest, and now they are beficers elected during the meet- secretary;
As in previous years, the
ing, which was in Beulah Bap. , Mrs. William Joyner, head formation on the program will, hind us, so, let's go. Let's ac- club followed its custom of re- tus of the Negro citizen during
celerate our betterment in the membering its oldest and in- the one hundred period since
list Church, 2409 Douglass ,of the local Family Service, also be distributed.
the issuance of the Emancipaareas
of health, education, em- capacitated members.
was chairman of the nominaThe 1963 calendar is 16 pages
tion Proclamation, the Comployment,
home
family
and
' tiee committee.
in four colors with large illuMissing at this year's meet- mission on Civil Rights is asAlso elected to a three-year strations depicting key events life, and old age."
ing was Mrs. T. H Hayes, Sr., sisting in the coordination of
•
The •
oned
term were: Mrs. Aaron Scharff in
the business manager, who Centennial programs throughthe lives of famous Ne- in the calendar is
based upon was confined to the hospital out the
and Mrs. J. A. Osoinach.
country. These activigroes
and
with
brief
sumthe
latest
information
from
Board members elected to a
with a severe hip fracture.
ties are being carried out pur.
)490 PARK
three-year term are: Dr. Jo- maries of their major contri- such government agencies as
Refreshments were served suant to a request by President
the Department of Labor. DeREV. M.L. HENDRICKS, seph Hart, a sociology profes- butions to history.
at
the end of the meeting, and Kennedy in May, 1962 that the
partment
Health,
of
Education
,sor
at
Memphis
State UniverPastor
Commission take "a leading
sity; Mrs. Vincent Beal, 215 John L. Parker, 2082 Clare- and Welfare; Department of members and friends purchas- role" in
commemorating the
'Pinehurst; Mrs. Robert C. mont Circle; Mrs. A. McEwen Commerce and such organiza- ed glittering, dainty and fancy
PrOSpe
occasion and in assisting
gifts for
themselves
as
tions
and
Family
Service
Asso'High, 5067 Whitehall Ave.; Willams, 680 Hanley St., Mrs.
friends at the bazaar,
"States and private organizaNell' Year TIP 01 1?
James E. Coger, 770 Winton ciation of America. American
Mrs. J. W. Muilenburg,
tions" engaged in similar obRd.; and Mrs. Onie Hunt, 775 Institute for Economic ReMembers and Friends Tarrytown Dr.; Rev. M.5128
search, National Urban Lcague
L. Bey St.
servances.
Rev. Hendricks
and others.
Hendricks, the new pastor of
Mrs. Charles Crutchfield SECOND LARGEST
& Family
1 Mt. Pisgah CME church; Mrs.
was appointed to fill the un_
Supreme Life is the second
largest Negro-owned and opcrated insurance company in
Tony's Inn on Lyceum Rd.
!America and is licensed to do, became the 19th Hole for
business in 12 states and the give charming women golfers
222 W. Brooks
l'err
District of Columbia. Its rep- last we:
505 VANCE
.k. During dinner and:
946-5734
316
So.
4th
St.
resentatives
are
located
in 217 after cocktails the golfers dis-,
H.,1PP.
)
.
communities throughout the cussed plans for the forth•
_NEW YEAR .
nation.
761/4,61,9
riN
coming
North-South
Golf
To You and Yours
The firm's hundreds of sales tournament, scheduled for Mi- W
representatives, under the lead- ami, Fla.
JAMES H. PURVEY
PaPPV
ership of Vice President-Agen-1
Attending the dinner were '
419
cy Director
ec
John F. Morning,
Mesdames Louise Walker, Litare being geared to handle thei .
large volume of requests ex- I lian Wolfe, Helen Tarpley,
MRS. OLA M. CLOMAN
peeled for the calendar and Odessa Dickens and Kathleen
H'
booklets.
Johnson.
L MRS• BENNIE LATHAM
519 VANCE AVENUE

.
TAVARES, Fla. — (UPI) — Two Lake County
deputy -sheriffs have been indicted in connection with
the alleged falsification of evidence used to send two
Negroes to death row at the state prison.
Circuit Court Judge W. Troy Hall Jr., said he received word from the Orange County Grand Jury that
chief criminal deputy James Yates had been indicted
for perjury and for conspiracy to commit perjury, and
Deputy L. G. Clark had been indicted for conspiracy to
commit perjury.
The men are accused of falsifying evidence in a
rape trial. Negroes Jerry Chatman and Robert Shuler
were convicted of the crime and sentenced to die in the
electric chair.
The death sentences were stayed when two former
Lake County deputies charged earlier this year that
Yates and Clark had lied about evidence presented in
the case.

Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will
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It Was The 19th Hole For 5 Women Golfers
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NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you"regular"too.

There ere 5 :major symptoms of•
cold: stuffiness, achiness, fever,
constipation, and general "sickfeeling." 666,the time-tested and
proven cold medicine,fights all 5.
No "one-ingredient" product can
do this. 666 was made especially
for colds..,and only for colds. It
really worksl
The fast decongestant action of
966 works through the blood
stream...reaching places where
nose drops and sprays can't pow.

actce
,
qamy
lieu( eeiv: !rfai ilrar
Memphis

BAIL BOND AGENCY

•Zo

sibly reach. Its gentle laxative action keeps you "regular" during
this critical time. The unexcelled
effectiveness of 666 has Noll' proven to thousands of users..
When you have • cold, take
666,and see what real relief can be
like. Satisfaction guaranteed ...
or your money beck. At all drug
counters, only 49*. If you prefer
tablets, take 666 cold tablet,.,,
same fast relief. Convenient and
economical, too.
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Mav Your Hearts
Be Filled With
Happiness
Throughout
The Coming Year

May JOY FILL
YOUR HEARTS
Throughout The
NEW YEAR
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FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
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OUT BEST WISHES
FOR THE COMING
NEW YEAR 'AND A
HOLIDAY FILLED
WITH FESTIVITIES'
AND FUN THAT
COMES BY HAVING
OUR FA71ILY AND
MANY FRIENDS
ABOUT US.

°vadat pow d
home dt3versi

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

"'Th CART HOME SAVINGS!

GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES
MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES!
7/4
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CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
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FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 South Main Street at Vance
INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR DEALER
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Shots Fired
At Meredith's
Miss. Home

KOSCIUSKO, M i s s. ently were fired from two shotsaid one slug tore
— Two shotgun slugs and guns. They outer
wall and two
through an
a charge of pellets ripped inner walls.,
Into the home, of Negro "I have been afraid that after
last
night, they were
James Meredith's parents goingSaturday
to start aiming at us,"

early today, barely missing his Mrs. Meredith told United Press
teen-age sister.
International.
Meredith, whose presence Meredith was arrested for a
evoked wild rioting which was traffic violatton here last weekfinally put down by Federal end and later claimed police
troops when he entered the Uni- threatened and cursed him and
versity of Mississippi at Ox- "treated me like a dog."
ford, was not the home when It was the second time that
the shots were fired shortly the house was fired at. Howafter midnight from a passing ever, the house was not struck
by shots fired soon after Mere•
man; Henry McCreight, James Watts, A. E. Withezs, F. L. car.
AID 67 NEEDY FAMILIES — As a result of the generosity
Mrs. dith's enrollment.
Phillips, Sr„ Julius Bayland, Danny Davis, C. W. Stallsworth, His parents, Mr. and
of members of Gospel Temple Baptist church, some 67 MemMeredith, were asleep.
Stokes Rhodes, Vernon Brazil, James Little, Jack Jackson, Cap daughter, Willie Lou, lb, Meanwhile, Dr, Charles F.
phis families will have a brighter Christmas. Here volunTheir
Mrs. Josle Colbert, Mrs. Rosie Cooper and Mrs. Lola Jones. was cooking a snack after re- Haywood, University of Missisteers are seen before the distribution was made of baskets
sippi provost, has submitted his
1Withers Photo)
of food staples, fruit, candy and large chickens. Workers on
turning from a high school resignation today as No. 2 man
W.
E.
Crawford.
chairthe Christmas Basket Committee are
dance.
at the school.
_
She, said she ducked behind There were reports that the
the refrigerator as the blasts 35-year-old economist's resignacrashed through the kitchen tion was prompted by disgust
window, shattering glass over with what he considered the
the stove she was using.
mild disciplinary action taken
Willie Lou said she saw the against students participating in
could
not
recWASHINGTON, D. C.—The car's lights but
racial rioting.
Department of Labor has pub- ognize it or the occupants. A Haywood
however, would
neighbor said the car containlished the special seal to com- ed several persons.
neither deny nor confirm the
memorate its 50th anniversary Police said the shots appar- reports.
in 1963.
The seal shows an Americas
eagle, its wings spread wide,
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
holding a badge which carMore than 70 national religiries the wording "50 years of
ous groups will examine moral
progress." The years 1913 and
and religious principles on
1983 are on either side of the
ATLANTA, Ga. — T h e!minutes by Ruleville
which racial justice is based
January 14-17, at the • Edge- Chairman of the Student Non_IMayor C. M. Durrough of Rule- eagle. In a semicircle under
water Beach Hotel in Chicago violent Coordinating Commit- ville beat the youth after the eagle are the words "The
warning the youngsters that dignity of labor in a free soThe National Conference on tee charged that the Mayor of ,‘
I'm not going to have that ciety," the theme for the anReligion and Race has as its
central theme the concept that Ruleville, Mississippi "will- mess or any of that integra- niversary period beginning
next March 4. In a semicircle
men, united through religious Ifully and maliciously beat a tion stuff.''
over the eagle is printed "Unilove, can reach goals unattain-114-year-old Negro youth on Mayor Durrough had earlier
told a Negro woman active in ted States Department of Laable by legal and economic December 18."
SNCC Chairman Charles SNCC's vote drive that Ne- bor."
pressures alone.
All publications issued by
The conference, called by theiMcDew, in a telegram to At- groes who attempted to regmajor faiths in the United 1 torney General Robert F. Ken- ister would not receive Fed- the Department in 1963 will
States, commemorates the cen- nedy, charged that "Negro ci- eral surplus food commodities. carry the seal.
The Labor Department was
tennial of Lincoln's signing the tizens in Ruleville have no In the Ruleville area, Negro
rights which white _men are sharecroppers and day labor- established on March 4, 1913,
emancipation proclamation,
when President William How"Never before," said Father bound to respect. An economic ers only work from August unard Taft signed a bill creating
John F. Cronin, S.S., assistant squeeze has made over 2,000 til December.
The Student Nonviolent Co- the Department "to foster,
director of the Social Action Negro families homeless at
Department, National Catholic this, the Christmas season. ordinating Committee, an At- promote and develop the welWelfare Conference, "has a "These beatings and har- lanta-based student anti-seg- fare of the wage earners of
meeting of such significance assments are direct attempts regation group, has maintain- the United States, to improve
been held under joint spon- to intimidate Negroes who ed a voter registration pro- their working conditions and
Sorship of agencies of NCWC, only want to register to vote. gram in Sunflower County in to advance their opportunities
for profitable employment."
of If the Federal Government August, 1962.
Council
National
the
Churches and the Synagogue does not act immediately to
Sir
restore law and order in RuleCouncil of America."
ville, democracy will never
come to Mississippi."
The 14-year-old, whose
name is being withheld to pro- '
tect his family from reprisals.'
said that he and five other,
Parites can be quick easy on the Hostess
youths were arrested and held
without charges for thirty!
when she depends on BIG STAR for all her

Dept, Of Labor To
Celebrate 50 Years

70 Religious Charge Mayor
Groups Plan
Ut Miss. Town
Meeting B-

eat Boy, 14

Yule Protest
LONDON—MPH—The Rev.
John G. Nicholls said he will
conduct Christmas services1
wearing a bishop's mitre, but
will dress as Santa Claus from
the neck down as a protest
against the commercialization
of Christmas.
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We wish
a bright and
successful year.

From:
TRI Defender Staff.
Jeroy Carroll
William "Bill" Little
Astrid Sengstacke
Thaddeus T. Stokes
Ray Wicks,
Anna Cooke
C. T. Paige

Whittier Sengstacke
McCallister Waters
Maxine Driver
McCann L. Reid
Whittier Sengstacke, Jr.
Nat D. Williams
Marjorie Ulen

Lets the Hostess
ENJOY - - - - her Own PARTY!
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Choir Robes, Pupil, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Baptist Tea To
Be Presented At
Owen Jan. 20

The fifth annual Baptist International tea will be hel&
at Owen College on Sunday,1
Jan. 20. at 3:00 P.M.
Beautifully' decorated tab-.
lea will be staged in the cafeteria, social rooms and the
gymnasium, and a simultane-,
ous program will be conduct-1
ed in the Roger Williams Hall!
auditorium.
The Rev. B. L. Hooks wi'l
serve as chairman of this effort, and Mrs. Nancy Givands
will serve as co-ordinator.!
This vast endeavor will utilize the cooperation and participation of many Baptist,
churches in the city.
The tea Was started in 19591
as a fund raising vehicle for
Owen College in the Memphis
area. It has since spread to
such cities as Knoxville, Nashville, Chattanooga and Jackson. Tenn. in recent years.
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party needs. When you're planning a party
look to BIG STAR for the finest Foods for
the Fewest Dollars!
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—Quick Loans—

fall,

Automobile, Furniture

Signature
There is a reason why people
lik• to do busIn•ss with us. You,
too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to hisip you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
hlielffs Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00

Quality Stamps
Lets the HOSTESS ENJOY
A HAPPY NEW YEAR!

['ISIS FINANCt. CO.

Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
''We lik• Is soy rat to your
loan request"
Exernined and Supervised by
Ore State Dispartment of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
III S. Main, JA 1-5551
152 Madison, JA 5-11111

Home Own•d

Wherever the choice is
equal...homemakers ;
choose FOREST HILL k***40*ft
milk by an overrhelming majority!

our manv
old friends
Ice send

best wishI'S.

When•you've Chriltmas Shopped the
"Price-less" Way, you can•enjoy the New
Year without those after-Christmas bills!
Start the New Year right and save Quality
Stamps! You'll be glad you did when gift
giving time comes any time of the year!
AlifiERT
WH 8-7755
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Will
Gary
Get
First
Negro
Mayo
r?
1

••,i•
GARY, Ind. — Will this young, raw and corrupt
1. Prostitution and gambling are running wide open
pteel capital become the first major American city to
in the downtown section;
2. Schools are crowded and fire traps.
)elect a Negro mayor?
The Gary political bubble had been heading for a big
1
This was the question debated in the wake of the
burst for a long time and the scandal to come was to touch
biggest political scandal to hit Indiana's second largest several top city
officials.
pity and the nerve center of America's steel-making industry.
—Chacharis had helped himself

when the government conceded he had kept up his tax .payments.
CITY OF CENTURY
Gant.calls itself "The City of the Century."
It was founded in 1906 on a stretch of Lake Michigan
sand dunes to fill a single need—living space for the men
to generous kickbacks working in the giant U.S. Steel Company mill.
Speculation on the prospects of Negro political control of from contractors as Gary's city controller and
later mayor.
A great number of its 178,320 residents are "new." Forty
nary in the near future is not regarded as idle chatter by In federal court at
neighboring Hammond, witnesses testified per cent of them are Negro and 40 per cent of the white
Informed political observers.
they made an $8,000 payoff to get a $5 permit to mine sand; population are immigrants or the children of immigrants.
.
Eyen George Chacharis, who resigned as mayor after paid $100,000 for another
sand mining permit; forked over In a restaurant on Broadway, the city's four-lane main stem,
leading guilty to income tax• evasion, has predicted that $20,750 after getting a $2O8-a-dat
sewer cleaning project.
a babble of Spanish mixes with Polish and it is difficult to
he Gary city government will eventually be headed by a NEW MAYOR
catch an English phrase, The place steams with Mexican
egro.
Visclosky, the city's new mayor, a longtime Claa- cooking and the theater next door shows Mexican movies.
i
A total of 40 per cent of the city's nearly 180,000 resi- charis follower, was the prime mover in
illegal disburseOf the men in Gary. more than half work for U.S. Steel,
'lents are Negro. Predominantly Democratic, Gary Negroes ment of $2.3 million
in public funds. The state board of ac- whose smokestacks and red hot furnaces dominate the foot
pre among the most politically conscious and active minority counts said the city wrongfully shell‘d
out $59,000 to dress of Broadway.
groups in the nation. They provided the steam for Chacharis' up Chacharis' office (including a glowing
oil painting of
The cradle of Chacharis' empire is a red brick building at
tecently sidetracked political machine.
Chacharis himself); leased a Cadillac for "public relations;" 5Ig W. 11th at., which used to be the power house for the
NIT GRAFT
bought full page newspaper advertisements praising Cha- Gary trolley lines.
Chacharis, a Greek bachelor, resigned Dec. 12, shortly charis and telling "where 'the tax dollar goes."
•
CLUB SKR
before he pleaded guilty to evading federal income taxes on
Three members of the nine-man city council had served
This is "the Club Sar" which young George Chacharis
p226,686 in graft.
as "conduits" in getting kickback money to Chacharis.
founded 30 years ago. The initials stand for "Social," "AthI
His critics, "friendly natives" who sent coconuts to PresEx-Sheriff Peter Mandich, former Gary mayor and Cha- letic" and "Recreational" and it is the kind of club which
ident kennedy with messages asking for help in Gary, have charis's political sidekick "received
large amounts cif graft sponsors Little League baseball teams and where old friends
tilso charged that:
payments." Mandich stood trial with Chacharis but was freed get together on Friday nights to play pinochle.
•e

it

BATH REAL AND 'LIVE DOLLS give emphasis to the Christmas season as
'thaw Fisk University co-eds display en array of play dolls they have refurbished for needy children of Nashville. Residents of Fisk's Shribner Hall,

Through no coincidence at all, it is also a hangout for
practically every politician in Gary.
Chacharis was born in Greece 54 years ago, came to
Gary when he was 10, worked in the steel mills, founded the
club, went into the gas fuel oil business. That was about
the time fellow Sar Club member Mandich, a one-time Tulane Uniliersity All-American, became a township trustee
with control of poor relief. Chacharis' firm did most of the
fuel oil business to persons on relief.
Since 1951, Mandich and Chacharis have been running
Gary. Mandich was elected mayor that year and Chacharis
became city controller, the man who handles the city's money and succeeds the mayor when he bows out. In 1958 Mandich resigned to run for sheriff and Chacharis took his place,
with John Visclosky as controller.
HAS PROBLEMS
Visclosky, the new mayor, now has problems of his own.
The reformers are already crying for his scalp.
"I don't think the people of Gary will hold me responsible for what Chacharis did," he contends.
In an indication that he will support a reform movement,
Visclosky has appointed Glen Vantrease, a councilman, to
the key post of city controller. Vantrease was a foe of the
Chacharis machine.
Visclosky has already fired one city official and several
have "retired."

the co-eds have participated in the annual "Toys for Tots" program sponsored ,
by the Nashville Fire Department. Their project was supervised by Mrs.
Margaret Simms, Scribner's head resident counsellor.

'from being not prepared, the Reminisces At
100
!were accompanied by a case
. worker, whom they had never, LA CROSSE, Wis. — (UPI)
Miss Emma Cluss celebratseen before and "did not see
the children again after place- ed her 100th birthday by remment."
iniscing about a blizzard in
The twins came down with 1915 in her native Brownsville,
the measles after they had Minn.
been i• he village for only She said the. storm piled
Christmas in the hospital. Dr. E. P. Cramp,
•
a short time and joined Diane snow over barbed wire fences AT SANTA'S REQUEST Mrs. Clyde 0. Lord
in an institution. The grandprofessor and chairman of pediatrics, tells
Ill and Mrs. Cleo P. Coles, sergeant-at-arms
in an adjacent hospital room and was followed
by
a
freesmother had been firm in her
a month after her arrival at ing rain which permitted chil- and president, respectively, of the Meharry
little Cynthia Clark, daughter of Eva Clark
treatment of the twins, stated
the general hospital.
of
Nashville of the gifts. Cynthia's reaction:
Wives'
Hubbard
to
Meharry's
ChM
Hoewent
dren
to
frozen
skate
banks.
on
the doctors, but she catered to
On the 57th day that Little
vital to take diapers, gowns, pajamas and
a tongue stickling appreciation.
Diane's every whim.
'Diane had been hospitalized,'
who will Possibly spend
When the grandmother was
the three youngsters were Since mid-June, they have °bide to the children
--no longer able to care for the
been at Children's Convales- I
ed
' (*•.
three children, the homemak- valescent
director of the Urban League's
Hospital. But this cent Hospital' but no foster
er, Mrs. Smith, was placed in
1Department of Research. They
time they had been properly ' home placement has been
the home but the grandmothf nd for them.
will discuss methods
er would not cooperate with orientated.
But because of the coopers- 1 "Teachers and Chicago's lLeague, will have as its guest taining equal educationa
ofl opThey had been taken to the lion among workers of the' Segregated Schools" will be, Mr. John Walsh, President of portunities and facilities in
her.
I
Integrated
The child welfare authori- hospital to visit, and home- 1 various agencies concerned i the subjact of .Face lt, to be TeachersFor
Shools, Td
Todd Pavela, Acting Chicago's public schools.
ties decided to place the maker Mrs. Smith continued with this case, the children' heard at 9:30 A.M. Sunday
the League's Corn-, Pavela said that "Face It"
of
Director
are
said
to
be
as
happy
a
famI
(December
23)
over
Radio
Sta•
•
youngsters in Junior Village.
munity Services Department, on Sunday, Dec. 30, will take
ily group as one can find in tion WAAF.
It was a traumatic trip for became thoroughly adjusted to an institution, and all it took
The radio program, spon- said. Mr. Walsh will be inter- up questions suggested by lieall the children, because aside the staff.
was a little "TLC."
sored by the Chicago Urban viewed by Harold Baron, co-,teners in recent months.
- -

'TLC'Best Cure For Illness,
Little Disco Proves To Medics
•

';WASHYNGTON — The up from 18 to 25 pounds and
bist pure for illness is seven ounces.
In a report prepared by Dr.
"*..C't (tender lpving care). Thomak E. Reichelderfer, chief
ittle Diane, age one and medical officer in chafge of
a all, has proved this to pediatrics at D. C. General

chators and nurses alike at Hospital, and Dr. Lawrence
thlb District's Junior Village , Rockland, an instructor in
foil homeless children and D. psychiatry at Georgetown UniC. General Hospital.
versity, Little Diane's recovery
confinement, is detailed.
her
before
iane was a very alert child,' Diane's case is cited to eming, talking and feeding ,phasize that infants require
But as she was being "consistent love and care from
taken to the village she cried a mother to develop along
all the way.
emotionally healthy pathways."
When skie arrived, she re- This is impossible at Junior
toped to talk or eat. She caught Village, where one worker
coact, developing into tonsilitis must be "mother" to 20 or
and diarrhea and her tem- , more children like Little Diane.
pdrature reached as high as "It must be remembered
1015 degrees. No matter how ,that on the wards of every
haid the staff tried to cure hospital, especially those hosheft, Diane wouldn't responded pitals where children are retohnedication.
ceived from inadequate home
he was immediately trans- situations, children with rehospital,
general
the
to
fe
'gressive depression will be
suffering from severe dehy- encountered. Children will not
dration and malnutrition.
improve -even with vigorous
Diane's weight continued to therapy if the psychological
fall, despite intravenous feed- • aspects of the case are neing. She went from 22 nounds glected.
to: 18 pounds. Neither doctors
"House staff and young
nor nurses could get a response clinicians should be aware of
from little Diane.
such states and be prepared to
A psychiatrist confirmed treat them, and whenever posOpt she was in a state of deep , sible to serve as 'mother' or
depression. She was placed 'father' figures even for very
oa the critical list and her limited periods of time," the
dition was considered "ex- report by the doctor states.
mely grave."
Although it is very unusual
,The hospital social worker for Junior Village children to
1 ned of Thelma Smith of suffer such an acute state of
tHe homemaker service of the deprgssion as Diane did, many
n tional capital area. Mrs. children are depressed in lessWith bad been a homemaker er degrees.
a4signed to Diane's home for
Dr. Reichelderfer and Dr.
tdree months before her ad- Rockland noted that Diane's
riOssion to Junior Village.
brother and sister, twins, who
inc child welfare division wer two and one half years
ereed to pgy Mrs. Smith's of age when entered Junior
ges if she would come to the Village with Diane, also were
l'apital and care for Little withdrawn, lost weight and
Iftane. The Negro homemaker did not eat during their first
cinsented. For eight hours three weeks of confinement.
ily, she rocked Diane, sang
But their .reaction was not
to Diane and played with nearly as severe as Little DiVane.
ane's, mainly because they had
rThe results were amazing. 'tat been pampered as 'Diane,
o days after Mrs. Smith prior to their admission.
• e to be with Little Diane
The three children, had been
• no longer had to be fed
intravenously, and after two living with a 80-year oldort weeks, Diane walked grandmother after their mothd talked. Her weight soared er and father had been placed

iiktu
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School Bias Sunday , Topic On 'Face It,

PORTRAIT OF RECONSTRUCTED SOUTHERNER
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. — Dixie has long been f old son Patton, named for her cousin, the late General George and persevered with the persistence of the famous tank comproud of its unreconstructed Southerners, but a new Patton.
mander, her cousin George Patton•
"Look, son." she said calmly, "they are burning a cross
kind of hero is arising—a much more courageous, in—
She went directly to the leading Negro of her town, T. J.
telligent and dedicated hero figure than its traditional for mother. Isn't it beautiful?"
Sellers, editor of a local Negro weekly, and asked for hell)
Her son rushed for his father's camera and they both In learning week-to-week basis about how the Negro people
Stars and Bars defenders.
The new heroes and particularly heroines of Dixie are hurried to the lawn where they photographed the emblem of felt about the segregation they faced in every avenue of their
its reconstructed Sobtherners. men and women are makingl racial hatred. They then doused the cross with water.
daily lives.
the long journey into human understanding and discovering I DECORATED WITH FRAMED MOTTO
Sellers was a tough and bitter teacher. She read all the
the world around them was not and is not the gladlhand landi
Mrs. Boyle still has the crows. Fixed to it is a framed books he suggested, some by Negroes, some by
whites, all
of magnolias, Dixie belles and Confederate knights in shining I motto in Latin. dictated by General "Vinegar Joe" Stillwell. of whom had studied the
segregation issue.
armor.
Translated, the motto says: "Don't let the SOB's grind You SELLS ARTICLE TO POST
Such a heroine is Sarah Patton Boyle of this city.
down."
She put in writing what she found. One piece, sold to
Sarah Patton Boyle's journey began in 1950 when the'
And this mild-mannered petite and gentle woman with the Saturday Evening Post, brought her to national attention
first Negro applied for admission to the University of Virginia. greying hair has definitely not let any of the abuse get her and home-town scorn.
The editors changed her article's title
Gregory Swanson, a 26-year-old attorney from Danville, Ga., down.
from "We Are Readier Than We Think" to "Southerners Will
wanted to take a refresper course at the university, but under
Not even when she was threatened by a man's angry, Like Integration."
the rules of a Southern state university, he was turned down. ugly tones over her telephone: "You better be out of your
It was mostly after this article that she walked through
The National Association for the Advancement of Coloredi house in 15 minutes because we are going to blow it sky high." endless days and
nights of telephone threats and obscenity
People backed Swanson's suit for admission and the suit was
She replied, quite calmly, "Now why do you waste your by mail. None of this got her down m much as the discovery
won. This was four years before the Supreme Court ruled time trying to upset me? If I scared easily, don't you think that she really knew
very little about how Negroes in the
against school segregation.
I would have left town long ago?"
South felt about their plight.
BACKS SWANSON'S BATTLE
"You had better get right out of your house," repeated
"It was a very painful experience to me to break down
Mrs. Boyle, daughter of an Episcopal minister, and one the anonymous caller. "We'll be there in 15 minutes sharp" my faith in
the South and to discover the real evils which
given to thinking that "God's in his Heaven and all's right 1
"You and your friends come along on out," Mrs. Boyle had been covered up so long beneath segregation,"
she says.
with the world," had given full support to Bwanson's battle said. "I'll be real glad to Me MC
"It was a shock to learn what deep resentment the Negroes
to enter the University of Virginia. But she soon found out
Of course, nobody came.
felt againts us in the South."
that all was not right with the world.
COMES FROM 'FIRST FAMILIES'
For the past three and a half years. Mrs. Boyle has been
One night in the summer of 1958. Mrs. Boyle, wife of a
Mrs. Boyle comes from one of the FFV's — First Families working on little more than the
manuscript of her recently
University of Virginia drama and speech professor, heard a of Virginia — and her grandfather was a land and slave owner.
published book, "The Desegregated Heart." She says she is
crackling noise outside her bedroom window.
She had a traditional Southern aristocratic upbringing in gratified that all over the country, men and women of
all
She looked out and saw a six-foot high cross in flames. Virginia's Albemarle counkv.
races have bought her book.
It was close enough, she says, for her to hit it with a bedroom
She grew up with Neil.° servants, loved them, and presumBut she does not think that the battle is yet won,
slipper. The burning cross was just another threat and in- ed that they loved.lier and the downtrodden lives they lived,
"I have been heart-broken over how slowly the movedignity heaped upon this Southern gentlewoman because of too.
ment to give Negroes Min
- an rights and human dignity has
her stand in favor of human rights for Negroes.
By the time Mrs. Boylr's persecution began, she was a moved," she says. "But I still have the greatest hope for real
Bat Mrs. Boyle wasn't afraid. She called to her 13-year- devout convert to the democratic tenets of Thomas Jefferson understanding between all
groups."
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"THAT MAN down at the other end
of the bar is named Efney," said Simple,
"which is a funny name for a man."
"Some people in this world do have
strange names," I agreed.
"Life has dealt him a bad deal," continued Simple. "Efney has five children,
but no sooner did the oldest one of them
get in high school, than his wife had to
up and die on him. So Efney brings his
girl friend home to help him take care of
his children, some of them being only
four-five-six years old,
"But Efney's girl friend is not iggA
terested in no children. She is a bar at
girl. Besides she has two children of her
own she brings along to Efney's house—
which makes seven mouths for him to feed
besides themselves. Efney now has his
hands full."
"I'll say he has," I affirmed. "Seven
children is enough for any man."

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

A Better Year — 1963
New Year's Day is the momentary
pause between the old and the new. It
is celebrated as a holiday in almost
every country. Generally, church
services are held — and parties are
held before or afterwards. Homes and
halls are usually gayly decorated.
Gaiety is abound.
The celebration of New Year started with the earliest of the ancient
nations. The Chinese, Egyptian, Jewish, Roman and Mohammedan years
all began at different times. However, the first day of each year is
marked with elaborate ceremonies.
In ancient Rome, the first day of
the year was given over to honoring
Janus, the god of gates and doors and
of beginnings and endings. The
month of January was named in honor of the god, Janus which had two
faces — and looked both ahead and
backward, according to the World
Book Encyclopedia.
On the first day of the year, the
Roman people looked back to what
had happened during the past year
and thought of what the coming year
might bring.
The early English had the custom
of cleaning the chimneys on New
Year's Day. This was supposed to
bring good luck to the household
during the coming year. Today we
say "cleaning the slate."

New Year's Day became a holy
day in the Christian church in A. D.
487, when it was declared the Feast
of the Circumcision, according to, the
Encyclopedia.
January 1 became generally recognized as New Year's Day in the 1500's
when the Gregorian calendar was
introduced. The Julian calendar
places the first day of the year about
13 days later or January 14. The Jewish New Year is celebrated about the
time of the autumnal equinox — in
late September. In Iran it is observed
March 21. The Hindu New Year depends upon one of the many religions
followed.
The Tri State Defender wish for
you a happy New Year:
During the coming year we hope
you will be able to withstand wrong
and evil' without losing love and
faith in God and man.
May you not suffer the pangs of
cold and hunger. May we not know
the pains and groans of war./May
your righteous efforts be crowned
with success and progress.
This is a good time of the year for
all of us to "clean the slate" of our
racial and religious hates.
Like the god, Janu s, let us look
back to 1962 only to charter a better
course in 1963 for God, man and
country.
Happy New Year to all ...

Chicago housing
The dismal report about Chicago's
unchanging housing pattern of racial
segregation, confirms the popular
conviction that nothing of real significance has been done to wipe out
the undemocratic practiCe of residen•
tial discrimination.
In a 32-page study on minority
, housing in the Midwest published by
the Advance Mortgage Corporation,
one of the ten largest mortgage banking firms in the nation, it was projected that with or without federal
intervention, Negroes will be able to
move into almost any neighborhood
within city limits before the end of
this decade.
The sole exception to the rule is
our "beloved" Chicago. Advance contended that forces against racial
change in the city remain strong and
that the minority housing market will
see little change through 1970.
Insistent advocacy of open resi--

denial occupancy has fallen on deaf
ears. Despite the Civil Rights Commission's humiliating expose of Chicago's housing discrimination two
years ago, the practice continues unchecked and unchallenged by those
who hold in their hands the power
to effect a change in our social structure.
Not too long ago sociology Professor Donald Bogue of the University
of Chicago warned that Chicago must
do more to help its booming Negro
population win equality, or face the
prospect of becoming another South.
Chicago now is growing its own
slums and its own slum dwellers.
Bogue observed: "We are repeating
the same thing that happened in the
South. Negroes born and educated
here are not being accepted into the
commiesity in the way that white immigrants before them eventually
were."

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
New Year's Resolutions
It is an old American custom—borrowed written fear or favor.
from the English, who, no doubt borrowed I PLEDGE
it from the Romans — to make New Year
In my New Year resolutions I pledge to:
resolutions. Generally speaking, these resWork for more unity and harmony
olutions are suppose to "sweep the slate
clean" of the past year's method of activi- among religious, political, fraternal and
ties or the starting and stopping of some community organizations.
activity — and the setting of new goals.
Work for great appreciation, understandThis is indicative of man's eternal desire ing, unity, harmony and brotherly love
to strive for higher goals and nobler qual- between races.
ities.
I pledge to work for a bigger and better
New Year resolutions come in large and Tri State Defender in order that it may be
small packages — running the gambit of greater service to all of the people of
from fantastic to commonplace. Neverthe- this area.
less, I think that the motive is good even
I wish a happy New Year to the Negro
if the accomplishments are nil.
Junior Chamber of Commerce, Abe Scharff
Who among us would not admire the Branch YMCA and its board of directors,
courage of a 275 pound woman as she re- Omnibus-100 Club, Memphis Frontiers
peats her New York resolution to slim her- Club International, Orange Mound Day
self down to a neat 125 by next Christmas Nursery and its board of directors; Family
despite the fact that the next year we find Service and its Negro Advisory Board,
her dealing in whole figures — something The Russell Autress American Legion Post
like 300.
No. 27, Centenary Methodist church and
its congregation, Semi Pro League and its
WATERS OF 1963
Who would tell an alcoholic not to make board of directors, Tennessee Federation
a New Year resolution even if the morn- of Democratic Leagues, Inc., Goodwill
ing-after-the-night-before left him too ill Homes For Children and its board of direcfrom overindulgence to even thier his res- tors, Memphis Chapter of the NAACP and
the Shelby County Democratic club — all
olution to himself.
Let me look back on my last year's ac- with which I am affiliated.
tivities to use them as reference to chart ALL OF YOU
I also wish a Happy New Year to Mrs.
a smoother course for the unpredictable
journey into the dark, deep waters of 1963. Loretta Kateo, Mrs. Mildred Heard, Mr.
If the material which appeared in this and Mrs. Charles Tisdale, Mr. and Mrs.
column last year pleased you, I am happy. 'Leon Springfield, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
If it displeased you then we differ on Mason, Mr. and Mrs. Hosea Bridges, Elmer
points of view. If you were entertained Henderson, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brooks,
and informed by this column, then part of Leonard Martin, Robert Wright, Mr. and
my purpose of writing it was accomplish- Mrs. Roscoe McWilliams, and Mr. and Mrs.
ed. If you were inspired to nobler deeds Herbert Davis, and Rev. and Mrs.,W. C.
by reading this column then I have per- Holmes.
I wish all of you — particularly my
formed the greatest service I can perform
to you as columnist. If it made you angry, readers — a Happy and Prosperous New
analyze your past performance. It was Year.

Wages Are Small
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DARK
b NAT D. WILLIA S
DARK FURY
This is not an obituary. It is an ode .. .
a song of praise and dedication about a
short-haired, skinny, black woman.
The word "black" is used deliberately
here, because it has a terrific bearing and
is most pertinent at this time.
Black, as a skin Adoring in this day
and time, has some horrendous implications for the human spirit. True, there is
a discernible lightening in many people's
attitude toward such a skin coloration . . .
but the fact remains that the old multicolored racial jingle still has a powerful
thrust . . . that "When you're white . . .
you're right, when your yellow . .. you're
mellow; when you're brown . . . stick
around; . . . . but when you're black
get back."
BEING BLACK
Black has long been synonymous to
being crude, coarse, crass, and corrupt.
The world has been taught to despise, disrespect, and disparage any human being
clothed in black for a skin. Deny it as one
will, black is the "heaviest" color a man or
woman can wear. It can easily ... and most
often does . . obscure the brightest virtues.
Just the other day, someone asked,
"Wonder what would be Mississippi's
Governor Barnett's reaction, if he managed
to get to Heaven, and the Deity, clothed in
black for the occasion, met him and said
"Yo'all is welcome." The picture is as
black as that about being black.
The woman to whom reference is msde
is the recently deceased Mrs. Willa McWilliams Walker. Hers was a fiery spirit that
burned thru the insulating coat of black
which she wore. She was furiously human.

She demanded the world's respect, and
got it. Her life was a "dark fury."
Perhaps, one might conclude that her
life and achievements just go to show that
"color makes no difference." One could
conclude that Willa McWilliams Walker's
career shows that any human being, regardless of color, can make a place for
himself or herself in the firmament of top
human achievement, if there's the will to
do it. She founded and headed civic clubs,
headed teachers organizations . . . worked
for charity . . . spoke up for other's rights
.... battled wrong.
But let's not fool ourselves. Willa was
an exceptional woman. She served as a
symbol of the millions of frustrated black
men and women who are crushed down by
the burden of color, but still resist it. She
had that extra enetgy of mind . . that
extra energy of spirit . . . that enables the
man or woman fartherest dowri and
blackest to look up at the stars and move
towards them. She felt she had a right to
be a human being, despite her color.
OF FREEDOM
Mrs. Walker used her life as a sword to
be thrust into the consciences of bigots.
She had the courage to speak her mind.
And she had a good mind. She used her
life as a hammer to nail the truths of justice into the consciousness of fools. She
used her life as a chemical catalytic agent
to burn off the insulating coats of ignorance and apathy which cover so many
other black people like herself. She urged
Negroes to wake up and live!
She was a Twentieth Century Harriet
Tubman . . the almost jet black woman
of the days of slavery, who was a chief
engineer on the Underground Railroad
that carried so many hapless black to freedom and manhood. Willa McWilliams
Walker, had a hard time breathing oxygen
(she was asthmatic)... but she lived in an
atmosphere of freedom . . and thrived on
that.

"ESPECIALLY when his wages is
less than he would get if they all were on
welfare. It is better for a man with a big
family to be out of work these days than
it is for him to be working. On relief him
and his children would get more and bigger checks. Efney's girl friend is still on
welfare.
"Even though she is living with Efney, she keeps her old address and some
clothes there, so she can continue to gsk
them checks. The welfare is a wonderflp
thing for people with more children than
they want to take care of. They sure is
lucky, since them that gets on welfare
need not never get a job."
"Lucky in idleness? I don't agree. It
seems to me there is something wrong with
the system somewhere when it is more
profitable for people not to work than it
is to work."

Wrong To You
"WRONG TO YOU," said Simple,
"but not to them. Only trouble is Efney's
girl friend does not give Efney any money
to help feed herself nor her children. She
says, 'I'm young-blood. That old Negro is
due to take care of me in style.
"It's me who is doing him a favor,
passing my time at his house when I alcA
got my own. His wife were right agreAW
able when she faded. He is lucky to latch
onto a good-looking pullet like me.' That
Is what Carlota is going around the bars
telling Efney's friends.
And his friends is saying, 'That's
right,' and wishing they could latch onto
Carlota themselves. A friend often ceases
to be a friend where womens is involved.
I once knew a man's best friend who took
his wife away."
"Such cases are not rare," I said
"Love and sex have a way of over-leaping
the boundaries of friendship, breaking up
homes, and otherwise behaving in disruptive fashion. You are a lucky man. You and
Joyce have been married several years
now with no signs of a riff, no sign of
breaking up."

JACKIE ROBINSON
Just Budget Trouble

How President Could
Erase Blast At Africa
IT'S ONLY one man's opinion, but there
are two steps which I believe should be
taken for the good of the country and in •
the interests of world peace.
If, by some tremendous miracle, I could
become President of the United States
for a few hours, I would do these two
things.
I would sit down and write a personal
letter to the chief of state of every African
Government. The letter would go 'something like this:
"Dear Mr. Chief of State:
"As you are aware, there has been a
great deal of publicity given to the fact
that a U.S. Senator — Allen J. Ellender
of Louisiana — has made statements which
reflect his views that the African people
are not ready for self-government.

Fact-Finding Trips
"SENATOR ELLENDER, unfortunately,
has been making 'so-called fact-finding'
trips for the Senate Appropriations Committee to inspect United States foreign
operations abroad.
'I use the word 'unfortunately' because,
while it is the prerogative of the Senate
of thts nation to designate its members
for such assignments, I consider the Senator from Louisiana a disastrous choice for
the task of conducting an objective investigation in Africa or Asia.
"Anyone, knowing the stand that Senator Ellender has taken with regard to
people of color within his own nation,
could have accurately predicted what his
conclusions would be — even before he
set out on his journey.

Superior Attitude
"AS YOU are well aware, the Western
powers have been bending every effort
to persuade the people of the world that

our way of life is superior to Communism.
"It is true that the State Department
has already announced that Senator Ellender's observations do not reflect official
policy.
"However, due to the fact that we who
preach democracy must practice it more
vigorously, if we are to be believed by
the people of the world whose skins are
dark, I thought that I should express to
you my personal regrets concerning Senator Ellender's ill-chosen statements and
my personal conviction that freedom is
a thing for which man is innately "ready"
by virtue of birth."

"THE ONLY THING we breaks is
our budget," said Simple, "and that not
often. But last week I did want some be4
to go with the chitterlings Joyce cooks,
so she let me have a dollar which she did
not mark down on the budget.
"I said, 'Joyce, why do you keep track
of all our money so carefully on that
budget chart? When it is gone, it is just
gone. But if you are going to keep track
of everything, why don't you put this beer
dollar down?"
"Joyce said, 'I do not want beer to
show on the budget. That is ex-officio. A
budget is for essentials, not things like
licker and beer. Such things is for people
who do not keep budgets at all. 'In feet,'
says Joyce, 'they have overtones of sin to
me.'
"I said, 'Not to me baby."
"Joyce says,'We will never get to buy
that house we want in the suburbs if you
keen bursting the bndeet to buy beer.'
"'Baby,' I says, 'let's buy a house in
Harlem.'

Press Action
THE SECOND thing I would do would
be to call in my press secretary (I might
even be a little cunning and call in my
dark-skinfted press secretar y, Andy
Hatcher) and tell him to get the press
boys together so I could personally read
them the text of my letter.
I know that many Senators — Northern as well as Southern — would be angry
with me. •
I know that many of the people—Northern and Southern—would be upset.
I know I would catch the devil getting
some of my legislative proposals through
—which might make it harder for me to
get re-elected.

Can Dream Anyway
BUT I WOULD take the position that
there are times when it is more important
to be a President than to be a politician.
"But, Jackie," I imagine someone is
saying over my shoulder. "You are not
the President and it isn't likely that you
will be — any time soon."
Gosh, I can dream, can't I?

Projects And Welfare
"'HARLEM WILL soon be nothi,
but projects and welfare homes' says
Joyce. 'I want to get out where there is
leaves abd grass and birds. If you loved
me, Jess Semple, you would agree with
my ambitions.
"Anytime Joyce calls me by my full
name, Joss Semple, I know she is serious.
SO I replies, `I love you, Joyce, therefore
I agree with your ambitions. But right
now, while you set the table, I an going
to get my beer.'
"'Every can of beer is one brick less
in the foundation of our future,' says
Joyce.
"'The future of our frmndation It
yell,
ens, wife, n4 love, my all'
I sAfri. 'Here
take this drill
pot it back in our budget.'
"Jess. rrrl and get your beer,'
Joyde
<'n;t1. 'Our fufurg is tooether.
If you 71
P little b/w .to
'cement our bricks, got
Whereunon we kissed and, I reckon,
agreed. I pity Efney down yonder at the
end of the bar what lost his wife'."
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THE CASE FOR THE CAR HIKERS

By FRANCIS H. MITCHELL
(First Of A Series)

No doubt there is no more-maligned, more-cussed
single group of workers in Chicago than its approximately 500 car hikers.
The men who daily park thousands of cars in the
city's lots draw more under-the-breath epithets from
customers than TV repairmen, bus drivers and a'half a dozen
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other servicemen combined, Moat of the car hikers are Negro,
estimates running from 70 to 80 per cent on the racial composition of the city's parking lot attendants, and this further
aggravates the situation.
Row Justified are an the vociferous "beefs" about car
hikers? Is there a case for these "blankety-blank roughnecks"
is1
who are consistently accused of everything from outright
"thievery" In figuring out parking lot charges to a multitude
of complaints about jackrabbit starts, abuse of brakes and
tires, denting fenders and car bodies, "ad infinitum," which
translates into dozens and dozens of abuses.
Perhaps the best summation of the care for the car hikers
is the fairly standard parking lot story about the custom',
who came in to pick up his car and waited patiently until
a hiker brought it downstairs. The driver then rushed directly
to a scratch on the left fender and began complaining that
"some hotfooted car jockey" must have done the damage while
the car was being parked.
After listening to some windy demands about the repair
of the ailing fender, the car hiker broke into the conversation
between the lot manager and the offended customer.
"Look, mister," he announced, delivering what is now a
standard squelch, "You scratch 'em—we park 'em."
WORK 54-HOUR WEEK
While all claims are not settled so simply, in this particular
case the car hiker managed to get in a telling blow for the
esteemed men who drive and park other people's autos an
average of 64 hours a week.
While many complaints are aired on the spot, and some
few come by mail from out-of-town drivers who, miles away,
discover dents and scratches, the general opinion of customers,
and their usually unvoiced complaint centers around abuse of
the automobile, and usually begins in a scene on this order:
Driver turns into ramp garage, pulls up to spot indicated
by floorman who opens care door so customer can get out of
car.
Floorman: "How long do you plan to be in, sir?"
Driver: "All day."
Floorman marks location on ticket so hiker will know
where to put car, tears off receipt stub and hands it to driver,
saying:
Floorman: "Thank you, sir."
Driver, pocketing stub turns back at squeal of tires and
shudders as he sees his expensive car, through hue of exhaust
fumes, speeding up the ramp. He hears horns blowing, recognizes sound of his own and that of a strange car. Tires scream
as car rounds bend out of sight. The sound is magnified by
hollow interior of the garage and the owner's fear for the
fate of his automobile. Visibly irritated, cheeks flaming with
rage, he advances on the Doorman and shouts:
Driver: "What the hell is that fool doing with my car?"
Floorman: "I beg your pardon, air, what did you say?"
Driver: "I said, what the hell is that fool doing with my
ear?"
Moorman: "What fool, sir?"
Driver: "That fool you gave my car to, that's who. Where
does he think he is, on the Indianapolis Speedway?"
The upshot of that conversation, if it, gets heated enough,
is that the driver usually gets his car back, only to roar away
to another garage where the scene is repeated.
REASONS FOR GUNNING
If he thinks about it for a while, or if some harried floorman has the time to deliver a lecture on the subject, the driver
I.-Vilieleasa.that the car hiker has to gun the motor to get a car
started up the steep incline, and that ridges built into the base
of the ramp to provide better traction produce some tire squeal
as well. He would find that. it is almost impossible for a hiker,
not bound for an accident, to exceed 10 miles-per-hour going
up the ramp because of the upcoming hairpin turn on the floor
above, and that the men blow their horns constantly (and
keep their lights on, as well) as a warning to other drivers
that cars are moving in the ramp system. He would learn, too,
that tire squeal on the turns may result from two single factors, or a combination of them—front wheels out of line,
and/or tight turns made at the momentum which is necessary
to keep a car going up the steep grade.
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AT DOWNTOWN PARKING LOT, Eldridge Common, who
has been Jockeying cars in lots for 19 years gets ready
to handle a small Volkswagen. He works at Randolph and

Wells., and says he a ill continue as car hiker until ready
to retire.

The present contract, which covers the more than 100 lots
owned by members of the Parking Lot Owners Association,
guarantees them $1.30 an hour with time and a half for overtime; vacation and holiday Pay, a nine-hour day and 54-hour,
six-day week; a seniority system so that men could not be
indiscriminately shuffled from one lot to another within a
single chain; uniforms, where they are required; and foul
weather gear if the men work exposed to the elements.
While a hiker may be employed without belonging to the
union, after 30 days lie must Join, with his dues being deducted
from his pay and sent directly to the union by the employer.
If a man signs • pledge card when he goes on the Job, he need
not pay the $25 Initiation fee, and is only required to ante up
$5 dues a month.
FIRST NEGRO BUSINESS AGENT
In return for this, the union (which gained them little
in the way of benefits until last year). now handles the individual complaints of the men about working conditions, pay
shortages, unjustified firings, and the like, with negotiated
settlements being carried on by Coll, or by Earl Graves, the
I first Negro business agent in the 50-year history of Local 727.
A one-year nian with the union, Graves came up from
• the ranks, starting as a car hiker with the Ben Kissel organization in 1954 and working up to floornian at the MadisonWells garage before taking the union Job.
He makes a continuous circuit of the 100-odd lots on which
the union drivers are employed, settles some of their complaints
on the spot, and refers others to Coli at the local headquarters
on West Madison Avenue.
The bulk of these troubles, Coll says, stem from firings
which result from a high accident record. In such cases he
tries to preserve the man's Job by using persuasion on the
employer. Where this fails, he checks the written accident
reports at the lot to determine if the employer has a justified
complaint. If he finds to the contrary, he insists that the man
be kept on the Job.
Most firings of this nature are bred in covered lots, where
the accident rate is highest. But since hikers are not fired for
three or four accidents unless complete negligence is involved,
and since most accidents are no more serious than scratches
and dents, this type of work
Coll's minimum responsibility.
His principal benefit to the hikers has been as an organizer, strengthening their bargaining position by adding 200
men to the already 250 organized when he came into office,
and as an association-wide, and virtually industry-wide
bargaining agent.

As a result, says Kissel, "We're not intent on seeing if we
can get the last nickel out of the space or the time we have.
We leave ample room between cars so we can get them in and
out in the least possible time. We're Just as careful of the
customer's car as we are of our own, and even more so since
we park many more times than any motorist ever would. And
If we find a man is not careful of the property of others, and
abuses the privilege of handling it, we let him go."
Making a profit in the parking business, owners will tell
you. also Involves paying out the minimum in damage claims,
since a high accident frequency can send Insurance premiums
soaring.
HIRE BEST DRIVERS
While the operation of all the city's 784 lots is by no means
the same, lots which have attendant parking operate on fairly
standard procedures, are the butt of standard complaints,
NO OPPOSITION TO GRAVES
and hire the best drivers they can find.
In negotiating their present contract, which WAS obtained
At some chain lot, the penalty fos an excessive accident
without a strike, Coll insisted that the men should not have
rate may be a temporary shift to a lot where the tips are
to depend on tips for a living, and demanded a guaranteed
practically non-existent, with the man returning to his former
weekly wage which would give them stability in their perPost when he has done some time "in exile."
sonal and family situations.
And curiously enough, firing a man may not mean that
"There was some resistance," he says, "but we managed
he must make his way to an unemployment office. Since experienced hikers are harder to train than they are to find, they to get the contract through.
"The hikers are more union conscious now than they were
are seldom out of work, being picked up by other stations
Which hope to save themselves the accident rate of a new before. We found it hard, at first, to get them to come to meetman being broken in, and trust that having been fired from ing, or to express themselves when they did. Now, they air their
gripes at the hall or call me personally when they have probone lot may make the errant driver more safety-conscious.
The result is that most hikers have a minimum of five lems. If I think Graves can handle them, I farm them out to
him when he calls in. If not, I take care of them myself."
years' experience. And while they may move from lot to lot, or
On the hiring of Graves as business agent. Coll says there
chain to chain, pcieeibly reaching the low tip and high tip
lots in a short span of time, once in the parking business they was no opposition. "I Just told the white men in the local," he
says, "that part of our local is Negro, and I think the Negroes
are usually there to stay.
deserve to have one of their own men In an official capacity."
MOVE 150 CARS DAILY
Graves, a graduate of San Jose State College (California),
At a large parking garage a hiker may move as many as
160 cars a day. On a small lot, the number may be 85. In any and a former manager of the Pershing Hotel at 64th and Cotcase, the hiker's salary averages $1.30 an hour for the estimated tage Grove, took his present Job because he felt his knowledge
450 out of 500 hikers, who are members of Local 727 of the of the working conditions and the business would make him
Teamsters Union. And while the tips may vary. with estimates an asset to the membership.
ranging from $10 a day to "nothing," some men spurn the
"When I started as a hiker," Graves admits, "me eye was
huge garages for the solitude of a one-man lot where they on becoming a lot manager. Good ones make about $12.000 a
get to know many customers personally, need not fear having year. with a sizeable bonus at Christmas for the number of cars
their safety records spoiled by careless driving on the part or parked during the year and above a certain average."
another man, and are not in the same perpetual motion whim
Since hikere are only a fraction of Local 727's 3.000-odd
is usually the stock and trade of the major lots and garages. members, the local picks up the tab for Graves' services.
Their earnings were not always so good.
Higher wages are one of the top items on Coll's agenda for
Although the hikers were first organized by the Teamsters new contract talks, for which, as yet, no date has been set
Union at, least 10 years ago, they did not get their first contract
"The minimum for hikers in San Francisco is about $1.80
until October of 1961. Prior to that time, according to James to $1.70 an hour. We'd like to move in that direction, but you
Coli, secretary-treasurer of Local 727, the minimum wage WAS have to remember that the hikers there have been
strongly
80 cents an hour, with some more liberal employers Paying a organized for 13 or 20 yeas's."
higher rate.
(Continued Monday)
is

CAR HIKER GEORGE ROGERS of 624 W. Division gets
behind the wheel of car and is ready to "zoom" off at high
speed that is so irritable to drivers, who park their cars.
Speed ts necessary to get up ramp at lot.
ti

And the irritated motorist should learn one other lesson.
The car hiker is certainly no fool! He knows he is not on the
Speedway. His Job depends on his safety record. And if he has
been driving for any time at all, he has his hands full feeling
out the brakes, testing for play in the steering gear, listening
for the ominous growl of a defective transmission; all the
while navagating that series of tight turns and watching for
that outbound car whose horn he hears.
The motorist may also not know that before his car is
parked and the hiker has noted license number, make of car,
and location on the ticket, he will check for valuables left in
the auto and take them to the cashier (in oases of wallets or
small items); or report larger items to the Doormen, who will
order the car locked and the keys taken to the office rather
than left in the ignition.
TREMENDOUS INVESTMENT
For whether the customer realizes it or not, lot owners,
like Ben D. Kissel, a veteran of 40 years in the Chicago parking
business, have tremendous investments, with the land for his
Madison-Wells garage, alone costing more than a million
dollars.
Profitable operation of a business like his, Kissel says,
cepends on the swift handling of incoming and outgoing cars,
since "to get by" there must be at least a two-time turnover of
each parking space. "But," he adds, "nothing hurts a service
business more than a dissatisfied customer, and we operate on
the rule that safety comes first."
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raffia baskets, with or without food, of closed, but the sources said saw no contradiction between om
-.ter rush to a peak of 14 flights cattle inn which is building and British cars rent for $25. peddling fruit,
tions members are obligated to
pottery, soft drinks; shell course, is rum, served nest, Britain made two main points: Katanga's proposal to share its tons
a week to and from the island. a 10-room annex and has The beaches, incidentally, are
bangles and beads. Shops are On the rocks, or in flips, swiz- HOPE FOR
mining revenues with the pay for the peace-keeping opSOLUTION
Pan Am also offers DC-613 opened a snack bar beside its safe for young bathers with
erations in the Congo and the
shelves of pink and white crammed with such tax-free zles, punches and toddies. An- —Britain is anxious for a Central Government and the
"Island Hoppers" to link Bar- new swimming pool.
Middle East.
bargains
as
English
china
and
the
explosive
is
the
high
sending
of
a
U.S.
Military
into
other
misgently
The castle, designed by a sand sloping
settlement of the Congo conbados with Trinidad, San
The endorsement of the court
cottons
and
silver,
Liberty
of
Sangaree,
made
planter's
sion
to
the
Congo.
sea.
f"Juan, Martinique, Guadeloupe, landlublser buccaneer w h o
flict on the lines suggested by
advice by a vote of 76-17 with
perfumes
French
cashmere,
or
port,
syrup,
Curacao,
sherry
McGhee answered news- 1 abstention was one of say
„trfAntiqua, St. Maarten, St. made his fortune luring ships One of the most illustrious,
Tshombe and providing for a
German cameras, whiskey soda water, lime, cracked ice splitting of
onto the reefs, has been re- early visitors to Barbados was and
revenue, some 40 men's questions as he left a eral positive steps taken by the
anCroixand
liqueurs.'
and a dash of nutmeg.
per cent going to the Union meeting at the foreign minis- 110 - nation assembly and its
stored by financier, George George Washington, who arCASTLE IS HOTEL
rived in 1751. A thrifty, Vir- BRITAIN IN CAMEO
Miniere, the copper organi- try with Belgian Foreign Min. budgetary committee to end the
atoll, Stewart
E y This 21-by-14-mile
-1
colonial.
of
British
The
veil
zation; the remainder to be ster Paul Henri-Speak. He world organization's financial
Sugar Bowl in the New acquisitions include ginia gentleman of 19 he re
Britain's
AV
ism hangs heavy over this Plans African Visit
split between Katanga and said the proposal by Katanga crisis
'tropics since 1625, has done painting 5 'rn the Elglish carded that he paid a mere
"exclusive lusty land. although Barbados
President Moise Tshomb• The Communists objected to
the Central Government.
its share to lure sun-seekers sciTool and an array of an- 15 pounds a month
washings.' for is both independent and self-! DAR-ES-SALAAM, Tangan- —Britain is cool to sanctions "represents a good stage" in virtually all the
to its shores. Modern Seawell tiques to blend with the bt liquors and
actions.
eoveteing. Traffic moves to yika — (UPI) — Israeli for- which she
its tax-free ornate pla.eter ceilings and a house in Bridgetown.
Airport with
fears would lead to the solution of the Congo m- The assembly also agreed to
the
Lonlook
like
left,
police
was
sign minister Golda Meir will violence. Splitting of revenue ote .
columns, This trip, by the way,
mahogany
'"shops and floral patios Is the fluted
the establishment of a 21-memadeib
bo n
regiments
ts visit here Jan. 26-31, the
gov- on the other hand might stimMcGhee answered news- ber working group to study the
e': air hub of this corner of the remnants of Sam Lord's regal the first President's only visit parade cjitehle
Zaonudre
ave
to foreign soil. He wrote that
aspirations.
ulate copper production for the men's questions as he left a financial problems and devise
s -Caribbean.
selected for them by Queen ernment announced.
ways of meeting the high costs
benefit of both parties conat Bridgetown, the capital, has Winter rates at the palatial he "was perfectly enraptured
Victoria.
meeting at the foreign minspokesman
said
she
A
wili
with the beautiful prospects."
cerned.
of peace operations in the fuW just completed a deep-water establishments come out to
Foreign
with
Belgian
istry
Harbor Police wear the meet government officials and
kture. The vote was 711-14 with
ss harbor, now filled with cruise around $30 a day single, Time has not tarnished the
PARIS—(UPI)—French of- Minister Paul Henri Spark.
14 abstention.
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meeting — election of key officers and a report of the results of a year-long self-study
conducted by a special commission, headed by MR. Beulah T. Whitby of Detroit.
Candidates Col president are
Laura Kate Campbell, Detroit,
Some 1,000 members of Al. most, he served nine months Larzette Golden Hale, Lanespha Kappa Alpha sorority, as judge of the Superior Court ton, Okla., and Julia Brogden
the nation's oldest and weal; of Cook County. He was ars Purnell of Baton Rouge, La..
thiest Negro Greek-letter so- assistant U. S. district at- Dr. Parker, who is vacating
cial organization for women, torney, and a major crimes the office, cannot be re-electwill meet in Detroit. Dec. 26- prosecutor in the office of the ed for the ensuing term.
30, at the Sheraton-Cadillac U. S. Attorney for the North-. -Emma B. Brinkley bf Phi1...delphia, first vice president,
hotel.
ern District of Illinois for nine is a
candidate for re-election.
Dr. Marjorie If. Parker, of Years.
Candidates f o r supreme
Washington, D. C. supreme On the same evening, the grarnmateus (searetary)
are
basileus (president), will pre- AKAs will, present a special Mary King, Los
Angeles: Anside over sessions of the so- award to Harvey C. Russell, netta M. Lawson,
Indianapolis,
rority's 40th boule. The theme vice
president, Pepsi-Cola and Chrystine R. Shack, Wilis: "Changing with the Chang. company, for pioneering as berforce, Ohio, and Trenton,
ing Times: Moving Forward an executive with a major U. N. J. Seeking the post
of SuOur Youth."
S. corporation.
preme tamiouchos (treasurer)
Two
principal
arms
of
Federal Judge James B.
busi- is Eugene B. Long of Tyler,
Parsons, U. S. District Court, ness will, highlight the sorority Texas.
Northern, District of Illinois,
Chicago, will be the principal
FAST FREE
speaker at a public meeting,
2039
to be held Dec. 27, in the ComDELIVERY
munity Arts auditorium of KANSAS
SERVICE
Wayne State university.
Thur -Fri.-Sat.
Judge Parsons, appointed in
Nov. 8-910
August, 1961, by President PORK LIVER... ..... Lb..19$
John F. Kennedy, became the
PORK
STEAK
Lb.
first' Negro to be named to
45$ MAYONNAISE
a federal district judgeship in
STEAK -ROUND-LOIN ..Lb..694
DUKES ....Pt.. 234
the history of the United
POTATOES-U.S. #1
5 lbs.. 194
States. Before his appoint-
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Go-Round
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1,000 AKAs To Meet At
40th Boule In Detroit

BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
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THE BEST OF '62: As the and his charming bride, The
current year passes into the Vanguard Club, The Loafers
countless eons of oblivion, Club, Top Hat and Tails Club,
having played its role on Life's The Memphians, and scads of
stage, and as we look with bridge social clubs.
bright hopes and high expec- The same month found MRS.
tations to a New Year that ANNIE ABLE becoming the
we hope will be a harbinger bride of Rev. J. B.
of the promise and hope of The Co-Ettes presented New
the holiday season .. . "Peace York's Elsie Archer in a reon Earth, to Men of Good view of her book on teen-age
Will . . .", we herewith take grooming for Negro girls,
a last fleeting glance on the "Let's Face It," at the New
panorama of the past social YWCA.
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA
scene—for posterity's sake.
Naturally, this column, as held its second annual "Secof any column of this nature, retary of the Year" contest,
strives to accentuate the posi- with Mrs. Carolyn Champion
tive good of the passing scene the winner.
Newsstands did a terrific
of soceity per se as it relates
EVAP MILK
to the functioning of people amount of sales of a certain
.3 Tall Cans..39
mindful of precise, kind and weekly because of its feature
Mess of the Army General Dethoughtful acts that are un- of "Our Negro Aristocracy."
Pot.
dergirded by The Golden Rule And, The former Miss BarMrs. Mildred 0. Polk and
who endeavor to adhere to the bara All Bailey became the
the Rev. Roy Lee Davis were
Omenities and codes of behav- wife of Rufus Bowling Jr., on AT RECEPTION—Lieut.
and Mrs. Harvey C.
Jennette Wallace, a student at Lincoln Uni- married quietly in May.
ior which have been in many the eve of the new year and
A surprise announcement of
Cloyd are seen cutting cake during reception
versity, Jefferson City, Mo. (Mark Stansbury
Instances shaped since the month.
the . season was the marriage
held
for
Leila
them
Walker clubhouse last
at
Photo)
dawn of civilization. Modes Came February, Manassas
of the former Miss Elsie RobStarts Saturday!
may change, but the social High's genial football coach Saturday. The bride is the former Miss Ruby
inson and well-known bilsiDec. 29
pattern has varied but little was named "Man of the Year"
nessman, Melvin Malunda, Jr
honored at a "This Is Your For some reason, our folk ladies fair.
One
Week!
Big
as gregarious mankind pur- because of his winning teams,
Young
Memphians travelLife" Program at Collins passed up the tremendous apsues life and engaged in pat- at Mt. Moriah Church, with
Another swank formal was ing abroad last summer includChapel, a fine tribute to a de- pearance of The Metropolitan
•
terns of living relating to Superintendent, of Memphis
of the graduate chapter ed Junienne Briscoe, and InA DARRYt F /AMUCK
lightfully charming and belov- Opera Company's presentation that
births, graduations, engage- City Schools, E. C. Stimbert,
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterni- diana U. student and
daughed community personality.
of "Aida"—and with the rise
ments, weddings, anniversa- the guest speaker.ty, the dance date coinciding ter of the L. F. Briscoes;
and
O L D ACQUAINTANCE of avante garde art in our
ries, parties, open houses, etc., THE JUGS were hosts
with
annual
the
meeting
of
William
Bartholomew, followCLUB was complimented at a city, the community at large
all done in the gracious man- at a fine press party at The
the
Alpha
of
members
the
Lehis
graduation from Rutbeautiful and very unique din- should savor the benefit of
ner by folk to have the time, Flame Club, to launch their
land, Clarksdale and Md. Bay- gers, who enjoyed a
three ner bridge by MRS. CLEO this august opera company
inclination and knowledge (or drive to benefit the project of
ou Miss. chapter, with B. T. month grand tour of Europe,
MOTLOW JONES, whose ar- which plays to capacity houses
the quest of such knowledge) assistance and guidance of unJohnson
as
host.
N.
Africa
and
Western Asia.
tistic flair was everywhere to for days on to days at other
to how to bring groups of wed mothers, and to announce
More than 1,500 junior and He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
be seen instriking decorations Southern Cities.
people together in mutual har- plans for the annual-Pre-LentC.
V.
high
senior
school
Bartholomew.
choruses
and food.
Dr. William Trent, executive
mony for specific occasions. en Charity Ball and Living
SIGMA GAMMA RHO SO- dierctor of the United Negro and bands participated in the
Of such as these were the Ads.
RORITY presented Mrs. Anne College Fund was the banquet bi-ennial 'music festival of
Merry-Go-Round events of '62; The Board of Directors and
Lee Patton, Chattanooga harp- speaker at the Co-Ette Club's Memphis City Schools at the
and among the innumerable Patrons of Jesse Mahan Cenist in recital at Bruce Hall.
Graduation Dinner, a formal Auditorium.
happenings of the year, were ter were responsible for the
ZETA PHI BETA SORORI- event honoring graduating LeMoyne beauty and campus
these which appeared in your benefit performance of Front
leader Countess Johnson apTY were hosts at a three hour school seniors.
TSD:
Street Theatre, in the vehicle
bowling party for the city
Spring brides included Miss peared on WREC-TV'S "Good
JANUARY . . the first of "Auntie Mame," thus opening
high school honor students, in Roxie H. Pegues who was Morning Memphis," discussing
the new year, bringing with the door to integration of au"Teaching Career Month."
keeping with the President's married to Robert L. Ball.
it much reporting of the then diences at Memphis' only or.
Youth Fitness Program, this 40 debutantes were presentBeautiful weddings of the
departing holiday season.
ganized amateur theatre prodwas but one of many activities;ed at the annual Khppa Alpha season . . . Miss Lana Taylor Banks, members of this assoWINTER SEASON
uction group.
of Zetas during their Founders1 Psi Debutante Presentation to Capt. Harold R. Sims, with ciation, will not be open for
THE FORMER MISS DE- Mt. Pisgah high school told
Day celebration and week - held at Clearpool.
one of the most lavish recep- transaction of business on
VERNE JOHNSON was mar- the school's story in a page
long activities.
MEMPHIANS, INC. were tions ever witnessed in these thii date,
ried to B. T. Howell, Jr., in a spread which highlighted their
DR. CLARA BRAWNER again hosts to a beautiful parts, held at the Officers MEMPHIS
CLEARING HOUSE
wedding that was a highlight coronation festivities whichweTti tia New York to be on spring formal, as is their cusof the holidays.
crowned Lee Ernest FitchASSOCIATION
hand when rising operatic di- tom each year, besides their
LOVELY ELSIE ARNITA patrick and Peggy Jones, and
The personal story behind a sex survey.••
va.
periodic club parties.
LEWIS, daughter of Mr. and shown a variety of school acfrom the controversial best-selling novel..
At Jackson, Tenn., Miss MaMemphis was the mecca of
Mrs. R. J. Lewis of 1918 Hayes tivities in action.
C1Rd., was crowned "Miss Le- Omnibus 100 Club presented the Central area meeting of ry Taylor pledged her vows
Moyne" in a glittering setting awards to Dr. Charles L. Din- Links, Inc., with the Mem- with James Harris in an impressive
ceremony
that at"LOWEST RATES
in Bruce Hall.
kins and Commissioner Jas. phis etapter as hosts. More
Merry-Christmas '
VECOOPEED-OillAM
'Twas reported then that Moore at a testimonial dinner than 100 members from more tracted many out of town;
IN TOWN"
Here's to th• New Year
guests.
Local C Long Distance
end th• many loyal
the bouffant hair-do was de- at Universal Life Insurance than ten states brought charm,
Phi
Sigma
Beta
Fraternity'
No one under 16 will be admitted unless accompanied by an adult.
fri•nds who gov• us
clared by the fashion powers- Co. Dr. Dinkins, president of and talent to the meeting,
their patronage during
that-be to be on its way out. Owen College was cited as the which was complimented at members were hosts at their,
th•
past
year.
To
all
a,
BR
regional
meeting
here,'
held
4-0942
I
(However, there's many a first Negro named to the several closed events which
HAPPY NEW YEAR.
ips•••••••wasamemowesionemiumm
head around town which nev-'board of Memphis City Hospi- were brilliant in setting and terminating at a gorgeous Orchid
Ball,
with
live
orchid
leis
•
er got the message.)
tal, and his appointment was decor by local Links at sev911 Rayner St.
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
flown
especially
from
Hawaii
•
The pages of our weekly spearheaded by Commissioner eral of our show-place homes.
1963 •
to
grace
their
the
of
necks
was graced with the pictures Moore. Elder Blair T. Hunt Fashion in Orbit was the
of the new "Miss Co-Ette," de- delivered the featured address. theme of the '62 Affaire Ex
lightful and lovely JACQUE- Barbara Jean Wilkins be- traordinaire, the 10th Anni•
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•
LYN BRODNAX, daughter of came the bride of Roland versary celebration of the popSat. or Sun. 51.25
M. and Mrs. William Brodnax,1 Langford in a Valentine Day ular men's club. Cornelia
Monday
•
Sat.
Open
8
A.M.
to
6
P.M.
and current president of the]ceremony at St. John Baptist Crenshaw continued as narthru
•
Open 8 A.M. to 2 P.M.
Sun.
rator and the Andry Goodsub-deb group which works Church.
•
Friday
so diligently for the United The COTILLIAN CLUB was rich Jazz Quintet of A. & I.
•
ALL TYPES OF HEATERS.
Beauty
Negro College Fund.
'host at a posh cocktail party State University was also feaTo Hat and Tails Club tured.
At Jackson, Tenn., the for-•
WE SPECIALIZE IN
ShOp
A9
re
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
mar MISS PATRICIA SHIPP truly a mid-winter highlight.
Mrs.
Plasanasamaimeleassulimmieme
Loyce
Smith
CONTROL
became Mrs. Lynwood Hunter. Les Elites Bridge Club mem-.
in a ceremony of exceptional berg were tres lovely at their;
Mrs. 011ie Farmer
AUTOMATIC
iSweetball Ball.
beauty.
WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL
And. receiving the plaudits The Second Annual Military;
JA 6-1865
of guests all around town were Ball and Banquet of the Naholiday hosts and hostesses; tional Defense Cadet Corps;
whose functions were brought; was held at Carver high
to our attention: Including ; school, and saw the crowning;
BEULAH AND FLOYD PRES.. of Carole Jones as 1962 NDCC;
WH 8-6419
TON, THE LITTLE CLUB, Queen.
THE MEMPHIS LINKS. THE Famed Odetta packed Bruce'
ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE OF Hall before a capacity audi-;
THE Tom
Hayes', Taylor ence of more than 2.000 avid I
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
Hayes' and C. C. Sawyers' on fans, the hall's biggest crowdl
9 A.M.-6 P.M.—Monday thru Friday
EMBARRASSED
Christmas night, The Floyd in ten years. when Marian AnExterminating
9 A.M.-2 P.M.—Sat.
Pest
Ca.
Campbells on the occasion of derson almost had a sellout
0. Z. Ev•rs
.....FA 7-6033
the:
- beautiful wedding recep- house.
656 VANCE AVE. PHONE-527-5633 MEMPHIS. TENN.
tion 'honoring their son Jesse Mrs. T. H. Hayes, Sr., was
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CASH PRICES GOOD

Sliced BACON Ira Pak
BUFFALO FISH
Grade A Eggs

Lb. 39'
Lb. 39'
3 Doz. sl"

kw DAISY

1

Tuesday,
January 1st
NEW YEAR'S DAY
WILL BE A
BANK HOLIDAY

W. P. SHELTON
MOVING CO.
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CAR WASH $

HEATER REPAIRED
WE REPAIR!
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•
▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH "

•

993 FORD PLACE

DAY AND NITE
SERVICE

_ BROOK'S
LAUNDRY

Shop For Your
Holiday Dining
Pleasure
Bourbon - Brandy
Liquor - Gin • Wine
Vodka

MIDWAY
LIQUOR STORE
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
• DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY

"WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"

Be-1M i-lies
Ii) oil,' many

HOOKS good ffiends.
BROTHERS STUDIO
228 linden Ave

fTERMITES- ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

GLOBAL

TRAVEL

AGENCY,INC.

HOW MASSACRE AT OLE MISS
WAS PREVENTED BY THE
KENNEDYS' SECRET DEAL

4

Now—in the new issue of LOOK Magazine—find out about
Robert Kennedy's secret deal with Mississippi Governor
Ross Barnett. Learn licw Barnett tried to bargain with the
Kennedys ... while at the same time telling Mississippi he
would never let Negro Jame Meredith into Ole Miss. How did
one of Barnett's advisors help to save hundreds of lives?
Get the facts in LOOK's biting, hour-by-hour account of what
actually happened in Mississippi and the White House.
This is another LOOK exclusive.

Tel. JA 6-9963
355 BEALE AVE.
40 TEARS
At

today...got

1 A )()k

The Sams Address

;

414
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TH04.00011111 Anna C.byCaokeA
MESSIAH PRESENTED
relatives farewell before the
Here's hoping that everyone day
arrived. In Hopkinsville,
has been as gooô as can be
Ky., recently were Mrs. F.
and that Santa left under your A.
Dobbins of Jackson and
tree all your heart had wish- Mrs.
Algee Outlaw of Brownsed for. I hear some received vine
attending the funeral
some awfully big presents; too services
of Mrs. Mayme
big to get under the tree.
Brooks Copeland, retired state
Issuing in the Christmas Jeans
supervisor. Becoming
season was the annual pres- supervisor
after a long teachentation of the Lane College ing career,
Mrs. Copeland was
Choir in THE MESSIAH by the organize
r of the first high
G. F. Handel, directed by Ro- school
orchestra in the state
ben Owens with Anne Suttles of
Ky., and the first PTA in
as accompanist.
Hopkinsville. She was founThe Vesper was held in the I der of
the National Jeans asCollege gym on Sunday, Dec. sociatio
n and served as its
16 at 5:00 p.m. Featured so- presiden
t until 1949.
loists were: Saralee Lewis, so- , She
was also outstanding in
prano; Zenola Williams, alto: , church and civic
activities. Her
William Moloy, Tenor; L. G.I daughter is
Mrs. Mattye CopeGuidon and James Crofton, land Flowers
of Nashville.
bass. Christmas carols were, Our sympath
ies go out to
sung during the processional the families
of the late Mrs.
and recessional.
I M. D. Merriwether and Mr.
ALL-MALE PROGRAM
I Newbern. Mrs. Merriwether
The second musical extrav- was a retired city
school teachaganza was presented at South cc, her husband now
serving AT BLUE ICE LULL — Posing for a picture following their
the ball: Anna Smith. president of Channettes;
Jackson School also on Dec. as principal of Lincoln
Ardis Ward.
row, from left, are Layette Woodard, Leroy Bailey,
El. Blue lee Ball in the Melrose High school gymnasium last
Roland
Lydia Campbell, Sandra McGlown and Amelia
18 at 3:00 p.m. The unique part ementary school
Nelson. On
and daugh- Thursday night are the members of the Knights and
Gardner, Ernest Harris, Charles Drew, Charlie
the
second row, same order. are Edith McCoy.
of this program was that it ter, business instruct
Payne.
Margaret Tun.
or at Charmettes social clubs, seen here with sponsor
Lacedric
Poston,
Daniel
Bridgeforth, Aaron Watkins, Vied
, honoree
featured all boys, the Male Merry High. Mr. Newbern
stall, Mary Ella Dougherty, Patsy Strong,
was and mascot. Seated from left are JoAnn
Kathon Clark,
Jones.
Clyde Warren, Israel Johnson. Reginald Sample,
choruses from South Jackson, the father of W. P.
McCoy, Roger
Janice Hughes, Olivia McKinney. who was
Newbern, House, Gloria Mason,
named "Miss
Johnny Lyons, James Waller. Charlie Jackson,
Myrna Williams, Miss Maggie Mc
Washington-Douglas, and Lin- industrial co-op
Ronnie
Charmette" Celestine Littlejohn, Sandra
teacher at Dowell,
Taylor,
Peggy
sponsor; Otis Brown II, mascot; Mrs. Rutha Strong.
Ringo, William Stanback, Robert Mebane and Arthur
coln Elementary schools.
Merry and Mrs. Mattie Merry,
Snow.
Guy, Carolyn Braden. Diana Briscoe. Faye Weaver.
, who was presented as guest of honor for helping
Mary
Outstanding were t hr ee of Jackson.
Also
present
at
the
ball
were
members of social clubs from
arrange
Truitt, Haselle Glover and Cheryl Davis. Knights
on back
talented and prorhising young
—other high schools. (Mark Stansbury Photo)
artists: Victor Leon Davis, Patrick Bernard Merry and Walter P. Newbern. Both Davis
and Merry are students at
Merry Junior High School
e Newbern is a student at
Merry Senior High School.
They performed on the organ At First Meet
and the piano
•
The Memphis Club of Le-.
$OO AT PARTY
JACKSON. Miss. — A 'peered the incident was over. )
Justice of the Peace Wade
On the joyous side of Christ- Moyne's General Alumni As- racially
inspired garbage-.UNUSUAL ACTION
1later to return to her chilmas, over 500 first graders in sociation will hold its regular
meeting the first Sunday in throwing incident involv- ; But the Hinds county Grand dren. Her husband was rethe Jackson City schools enJanuary in the college's fact
theJohnsons
leased the next morning on
joyed the annual Christmas tiny
ing a white minister who ,J
lounge. Mrs. Ann L.
,1charges that they knowingly $1,000 bond.
Party made possible by
has
an
all-Neg
parish,
ro
has'lied in their testimony against
Delta Weathers, president, said the
The Johnsons were arraignSigma Theta Sorority. The
meeting will start at 5 p.m. come to the attention of the Ware. A conviction on such a ed in State Court. The
Justice
party was held in the gymfederal
governm
ent.
College President Hollis F.
charge bears a maximum ten- Department authorized Arnold
nisium on the campus of Lane
The Rev. Thomas E. JohnPrice will be present for a
year
prison
Trebach
sentenc
e. Local
, attorney for the Civcollege on Tuesday, Dec. 18.
question and answer period. son, 38, a Baptist minister, attorneys agreed that the il Rights Commiss
ion, to repThe traditional tree and decHosts at this meeting are Pres- brought his wife and family Grand Jury's action war very resent them.
orations, live Santa and the .
ident Weathers and Vice Pres- to Jackson from Detroit five unusual.
He
asked the court to alcollege band furnishing the
years ago. Employed by the
ident Elmer Henderson.
The Johnsons recently were low the Johnsons to "stand
Christmas music made the
Business of the day will in- American Sunday School Mis- arrested. Two aatorneys for the mute” and reserve
d all rights
day a lively one. Each was elude
planning for the annual ision as a missionary to Misis- U.S. Civil Rights Commission, under Federal statutes
. The
served fruit, candy and ice LeMoyn
e Alumni Day, Feb.Isippi Negroes, Johnson is also in the state on another mat- judge entered a plea
of innocream.
10, which will feature the men,a member of the Missisippi ter, were alerted and ques- cent as require
d by the state
The needy are always with of LeMoyn
State Advisory Committee to tioned
e.
Mrs. Johnson in jail. law and continued the case to
us and among the organize,the U.S. Civil Rights Corn. She
was
released
Jan.
28.
a
few hours
Ware's a t torne y,
*ions who made them happy 1
; mission.
Ware leading the garbage- Moore, was appointed special
on Chriellnair Morning'
1
1 The current tempest began thrower
s
and
prosecut
applied
or
for a
the V.F.W., Lake Cisco Post,
was 3rd Toy-For-Boy wher Johnson's unfriendly peace
bond. They testified the
Meanwhile, in Washington, HONOR MRS. ROLAND — The Rufus
No. 4805. To help them reach
1 neighbors organized to get next
J.
audio-visual department. Presenting the
night
before
Justice
of the Berl I. Bernhard, staff direc- Hawkins chapter•of the Student NEA at
their goal, a benefit game of
rid of the "i ntegratio n- Peace
Leplaque M Mrs. Hattie Mangum. tenter, chapBennie
tor
Wade.
of
the
,
Civil Rights Com- Moyne College recently honored
'basketball between the men1 Dinner Held By
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on the faculty of Merry
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was at a party at the time of the face of it," he said,
Geraldine Taylor and McAllister Wales
"it apwere delivered to needy za-m-„the guests of local members After taking his auto to the
the incident.
pears to be motivated by Dr.
Also delivrngs.
baskets of the Memphis Frontier Club safety of a friend's garage, Under
Mr. Johnson's cross- Johnson's activity as a memwas the Shrinners organiza- International during its third Johnson returned home to see
examination, witnesses conced- ber of our State Advisory
annual •Toy-For-Boy dinner a group
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of men tossing gar- ed that
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Sadness is always with us was announced this week by
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Progress At Gas Company
NEW YORK-It's tough their children.
,pervlsory positions.
Negro engineers are the leas'
ON TELEVISION the other night, the chorus of the for a Negro to become an
Also, few secondary schools
But even the well-educated i Pronounced in the West Coast
Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company gave a concert over !engineer,
that are predominantly Negto Negro
engineer may encounter aerospace industry.
I
CLIFTON BROOKS
JAMES QUEEN
Channel 11. It was notable that participants were of a vaIf he becomes one, it's give the preparation necessary more then the usual amount An example is Don Mat-1
. riety of nationalities and races and that a young Negro man !tougher to get a job,
get
into
top-flight
enginto
and if
job. thews, 29, who is a group leadH
of
difficulty
in
landing
a
the soloist. There were also colored girls in the group.I
—
r he gets a job, it's even tough- eering schools. Few of the pre- One Negro chemical engineer er at United Technology Corp.
The music was superb.
er to get promoted. This is dominantly Negro colleges of- says he graduated from Case He was graduated from the
This shouldn't be news and should not draw even a
;the finding of a special survey fer engineering courses, and Institute of Technology in 1959 University of Southern Calicomment except for the fact that it wouldn't have happened I
conducted by Chemical En- of these only Howard Univer- in the upper half of his class, fornia in 1958 and now heads
some years ago. The progress in human relations made by •
•
• pub- sity has a curriculum accred- yet sat through
rgineering,
a McGraw-Hill
43 recruiting a group of 10 engineers, chemthe utilities during the past two decades in Chicago has,
•
.
•
ited by the Engineers Council interviews
lication.
in order to obtain ists and mathematicians.
been remarkable and we foresee greater advances.
PHILADELPHIA - James and psychology while in the
Professional
Development,
for
I
a single job offer.
"In the space industry," he E. Queen and Clifton R.
Negroes are engaged in a variety of jobs at Peoples Gas. Although the 1960 Census
Therefore, there are relaservice. He also attended St.
,
has
not
yet
broken
down
the
states,
"no
man
,can
be
hired
classmates
took
white
There is Gladys N. Reed, who is described as "skilled at ;
Brooks have been assigned
few Negro engineering II.is
Joseph College, Temple Unifigures.the
1950
Census
found
tivelY
for
'show'
purposes
alone
beonly
seven
an
average
of
inhelping customers of the:company in giving personal attennewly-created sales territories
.
1that while 10 per cent of the graduates. And these
. engin- terviews to land two or more cause it's such a competitive here be the
eastern Esso versity, and the Wharton
!population in the U.S. was eers have a harder time find- .ob offers.
field.
If
a
company
is
concernSchool
of the University of
order section."
region of Humble Oil & ReJ
only one engineer in ing jobs and getting promoMiss Reed became associated with Peoples Gas 12 years'' Negro
'
After this initial difficulty, ed with show, it can only al- fing Company.
Pennsylvania, specializing in
colwhite
than
their
tions
; 300 Was a Negro. That proago after graduating from Englewood High School.
.
however, this engineer reports ford
i.,, it at the secretarial ley- Brooks was promoted to the communications, sociology and
p_i
ortion is still about the same leagues. This naturally tends
Then there is Herman E. Woods who, after receiving ,
company's fuel oil sales force public relations. He is married
to discourage young Negroes that he has encountered few le'
specialized training, now works in the programming opera-1`""Y'
from ever considering engin- day-to-day problems. He has! Matthews feels the major from his post as an accounting and has a daughter, 5, and a
tion'of a large scale data processing computer recently in-' The reason for the lack of
reason
there
are
so
few
Neassistant at Humble's Pennsylg- • OS D, 2.
as a career in the first taken a research job at one
eering
,
stalled by the company-Woods became associated with Pere L Negro engineers, when en- place.
of the large chemical compa- gro engineers is a lack of in- vania
area
headquarters.;
e neers are so badly needed
. Brooks, who is 32, studied
pies Gas five years ago as an accounting clerk. He is a grad- -1
tcentive.
biggest
' .in'
Queen a former public rela- ,
•
•' When asked if they will nies, and feels that his
is found
a socio-economic
uate of the University of Illinois and is an Army veteran.
:accounting at Temple and
hurdle has been passed:
I
"Negro
parents
do
not
push
engineers,
most
tions
representative
Negro
'
of
the
h'
ire
N
first-rate
techcycle. Since a
holde a certificate in accounties reply: "We have "It's easier for a Negro toi their children enough, for sev- Philadelphia Urban League,
'
nical education is relatively companies
Fair Job Campaign At Phone Compan Y
seasons. Apart from the has been one of Humble's fuel ing from that university. At
hiring
qualeral
against
policy
job
than
his
his
second
find
of
low-.1.1?
expensive,
the
bulk
., .
age
20, he joined the govHOW WELL do some of us Illinois Bell empI oyes. Jessie
•
first. Many employers are not obvious desire to spare them oil sales representatives for
income
Negro families cannot I ed Negroes.
'
remember 1925 when we start- Williams is a service repre. . this
• type of educa-I It is in the definition of reluctant to offer employment from experiencing discrim- more than a year and a half. ernment civilian staff assignconsider
ed the campaign to secure the sentative at the Oakland bus.question After joining the company in ed .to inspection of Navy ma-,
parents
"qualified" that the problem to a Negro professional once ination,
employment of Negroes with ness office. Gail Harvey is alit tion.
whether investment in a tech- February, 1981, he served tenet in this area. His assignof
is
aware
believe
he
they
qualinstances
some
starts.
In
Negroes
most
since
And
ments were chiefly in the
the Illinois Bell Telephone IBT cashier and Jessie Wilified also implies "promot- the business and social impli- nical education is worthwhile. briefly as a sales trainee and budget and
administrative
Company. How olensed all of llama an IBT service repre- never get a high-quality eduWhy spend time and money a junior salesman.
even in companies cations involved."
able,"
and
remain
to
tend
cation,
they
branches.
us were whsn, in 1930 - on sentative. John Corothers, the
A nationwide survey by when the employment situa- Queen, 33, was an infantry
Negro engineers are
where
so
economically
depressed
June 11. to be exact, Lois Nay- Monroe district nlant manager,
He went to Humble directly
levels, they Chemical Engineering indi- tion is so discouraging?"
lieutenant during the Korean
lor and Josenhine McDaniel is a member of Illinois Bell's that in turn, they cannot af- hird at the lower
from his government post and
war
and
served
18
months
in
became the first Negroes to volunteer sneakers bureau --Korea and Japan. He won the was assigned initially to the
be employed by that utility, and discusses Telstar. the Bell
Bronze Star with Oak Leaf oil company's data-processing
After Re years of confirm- System's exnerimental cornCluster
for bravery in com- operations at the Pennsylvania
ous rmvice. Miss Naylor is munications sat-tete.
bat.
He
is a captain in the Area headquarters. A native
still with the company as }meiAt Illinois Bell. Negroes
United
States
Army Reserve. of Philadelphia, he is married
ness office sunervisnr
Miss now work in all departmeni
a
v
si
na
va
.
g
f
t
i
h
ee
l
d
Arrem
pryesienn t a19
t i5v4e, and has two daughters, aged
beLe
National
Local
901
of
the
Daniels retired oelv a few - accounting. corn/1*rd,
10 and 11, and a son, II.
months ago from the position plant, traffic and engineering.
Quartet Convention of Amer- for three years for Johnson
of service representative. How They work at a wide variety
ica will bring Christmas to more Publishing Company. He behappy Miss Naylor and Miss of jobs including operator and
came an Urban League staff
McDaniel must be as they supervisory operator, comthan 500 needy people under
member in 1957 and, nearly
realize that they blazed the mercial
renresentative. inWe pick up any stray or
leadership
of
J.
Dontzler,
the
four years later, transferred
path and now see Negroes em- structor, office assistant, pubunwonted animals
president, on Christmas day, to Humble Oil and its Esso
ployed in large numbers in a lic office manager, service
variety of technical and skill- representative, salesman, tellat 3628 So. State at. Dinner will marketing group here.
Animal Welfare League
ed jobs as well as in the usual er, order writer, public teleA native of Parkersburg, W.
Coll NOrma I 7-0089
be served to all who come.
positions of clerical work and phone representative, installToys will be distributed to . Va., Queen studied English
operators.
er, repairmen, plant assigner
every needy child.
Today, we i t rod
four and supervisor.

Two
Named To Sales
Positions By Humble Oil

wa,

Brings Christmas
To 500 Needy

Animal Welfare

Members Of Chamber
BOTIf OF THESE UTILITIES together with Commonwealth Edison company are members of the Cosmopolitan
Chamber of Commerce. Louis C. Baldacci and James Price
of Peoples Gas; Kenneth Lundeen of Illinois Bell. and William Postweiler of Commonwealth Edison, are members of SUPPORTERS OF AN AMENDMENT to a
the chamber's board of directors and many others are active city code, calling for a halt to the burning of
on committees.
debris from demolished and wrecked buildings
, in open fires, discuss the proposal in city
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address,
city and state.

CONTROVERSIAL BEST SELLER!
ris
"It is a book that should hove
been written and should be read"
hall corridor. Talking it over are (left to
right) Aldermen Benjamin Lewis, Robert Miller, Kenneth Campbell, Claude Holman, and
William Harvey.

Progress Is Slow

CHICAGO SUN•DMES

"A shocking, vital book... written
with sensitivity and skill"
CHICAGO'S AMERICAN

OPPORTUNITIES for Ne- law against discrimination in!
Geologists For Ghana
'roes are ever widening al-, employment.
"Crump write/ of the ghetto
ACCRA, Ghana - (UPI)though progress is still exas-1 "However, we have found
so vividly and bitterly"
CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
peratingly slow. A study by no evidence of any relation-43
Ghana and the United States ,
Gerhart Saenger. assistant ship between prejudice and
signed an agreement adding1
professor of Deychnlogy at buying or failure to buy in
20 to 30 geologists to the 100 )
New York University, and stores employing Negro sales
members of The _peace Corps
mily Gilbert, an instreetnr cl-rks or from Negro clerks
"Tunnel- developing the market. They already working in Ghana.
NEW
YORK
In sociology at Randolnh- "For this
reason we believe vision among marketing can also expect increasing] They are due next April.
Macen Colley,
. entitled "Cus- within
such stores.
executives is holding some abunda_nt data on the market.
tomer Renct;ens To The inte- that
there is no basis in fact
gration of Neero Sales Per- for the
companies back from earn- its consumers, and their ('ha- 25 Refugees Executed
BY PAUL
frequently voiced
sonnel" concludes:
C RUMP
claim of department store ing additional money, racteristics.
KAMPALA, Uganda-(UPI)
successful
develop- „
"This study has been con- managers that employment of throu eh
Tunnel-vision," w hich ac- -Twenty-five Ruwanda refumarket,"
$495
the
Negro
AT ALL 'BOOKSTORES
cerned with possible effects Negro sales personnel would ,ment of
cording to Gibson, "proceeds gees who answered a presidenof anti-Negro prejudice among result in a loss of customers." D. Parke Gibson. Negro mark- ,
along the narrow gauge track tial appeal to return home
at
a
meetJOHNSON PUBLISHING CO , INC
white department store custoet consultant, said
that does not include the Ne- have been executed as mem- 1820 S MICHIGAN AVE • CHICAGO 16 ILL
Mr. Saenger and Miss Gilmertin New York City. We
bert, in informal discussions
gro market" could he says "be bers of a terrorist organization,
efined prejudice pre
the
American
; with department store manag- er of
g icostly to both increased in- it was reported here.
mari4r in terms of attitude
Association.
ers, had found that "the fear
marketing:— --- -come and good will."
toward the employment of NeGibsontold
h
lof losing white customers was
Gibson
urged
marketing ,
ro sales clerks.
that this "tunnelexecutives,
. •
"We have found prejudice the 'most commonly given vision has limited
marketing,executives to be aware of the I
to be significantly related to !reason by management for re- executives to the subterranean ,social upheaval which affects
luctance
to
hire
Negro
sales
estimates of the reaction of
thinking that has prevented, both whites and Negroes. but '
other: people to the errtn'oSr- personnel." but the study in- additional growth and success: warned against equating these,
menC of Negro clerks and to dicated that such fears were in what is know as the Ne-issues with the need to sell
more goods and services; adopinion of the New York State without serious implicatione. gro market."
He told the Philadelphia• ding "The advertising indusBuilding Undertokinas
AMA that when marketing try cannot solve social probham P. Qu,nn group 01,0,0 to erect a shonning venter executives come out "into the lems, it is not in that kind
at 51st•Dearborn-50th-St-te and we w-re denressnd when wider vistas of progressive of business."
another grun won he contract. We are hopeful that since'marketing." they can expect
Gibson cited opportunities
th4 decision is being reviewed, that the Quinn group wil' fr find
,•)!., actively for development of sales in
stiH win.
certain categories.
ZFO.it A LONG TIME. this columnist has been bemoaning
He referred to the fact, that
theZfact that so few Negroes were taking advantage of opaccording to the Pan Ameri(On display It the Victoria and Albert Museum. London,England)
roe,tunts to construct homes and commercial property.
can Coffee Bureau, Negro con.We were heartened when we learned that the Dr, Wilse
pecroifoz
t , hdausri nrigsena
:Last Wednesday, we were thrilled beyond words 10 Iv
GOP Quits
uvmepnt-year
prOent at 32nd and Cottage Grove to .witness the turning
an estimated 29 per cent, corn-'
of• spade of dirt by Atty. J. Harold Mosly, marking the
pared to 18 per rent for white
grind-breaking for Mid-South Terrace. a 24-deluxe uni' n Party Row
persons.
housing development with 4-bedrooms. Mosly is president
GARY. Ind. - (UPI)- Lon_ OFFERS GUIDE
of -Wild-South Developers, Inc.. a group of prominent busi- nie M. Jackson resigned as
Gibson offered thitt followneismen.
, Gary's Republican chairman in ing guidelines for successfully 1
Other officers are Melvin Erlich, vice president; Wil- a reported dispute with Lake
(let-eh-ming the Negro market:
liam Smith. treasurer: Dr. T. K. Lawless, secretary. and County GOP chairman Theo1) Determine whether the1
Lemuel L. Foster. assistant secretary areetors include dore I-. Sendak.
total •-nnrketir,^. program now .
George S. Harris. Leon L. Mott., Ernestine S. McCowen and
Ja,kson. in resigning, !talc' he includes the Negro market.
Theodore A. Jones.
objected to Sendak's
2) Be guided by specialists'
Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce members attend- hand methods" in controlling ;1
developing- the Negro mark ing the ground-breaking included Lcwis A. H. Caldwell. the party in this heavily-Demet. as guesswork can be costly.'
president: James E. Starnes, board member and chairman ,ocratic county rocked by rereorganizing committee; LeRoy Fowler, field representative, cent scandals of kickbacks and 3) Avivertise in Negro-1
oriented media, with NegroI
and the writer of this column.
tax fraud.
models.
"The lack of communication I 4) Be sure the entire mark411011111111111111111101190111011101111911111alllitaiiiiiallItlialliti19111111111111011111111111110illillifigamt
between myself and your coun- !. eting team is knowledgeable
ty chairman has become one on the market and its charac, of serious consequence," Jack- teristics.
I son told a party meeting.
5) Advertisers and their
' Jackson was elected city'
chairman in 1960. The Garyiagencies should be briefed by
SAVANNAH. Ga. - (UPI) - An attorney who said (..1-0P Central Committee gave INegro media executives at
he represented a biracial group of more than 30 property ! Jackson/h vote of confidenced least once a year.
indicating it wanted him to re-1 6) Be familiar with compeowners, filed suit to stop a multi-million dollar urban retitive efforts in this marketmain chairman.
newal program.
The committee at the same log area.
The Superior Court suit contends the city of Savantime called for Sendak's resignah and the Savannah Housing Authority plans to build
nation,
low cost housing units for Negroes only in violation of
License Losses High
President Kennedy's. order banning construction of segreLink
Caffeine-Cancer
HARRISBURG, Pa. - (UPI)
gated housing with Federal funds.
CARBONDALE, Ill. (UPI)- - A review of the first two
Three petitioners actually filed the suit but attorney
A Southern Illinois University and a half years of the state's
Shelby Myrick said they represented more than 30 perresearcher says caffeine equiv- physical re-exam program for
sons owning property in the area to be demolished for
kenidan Dry a,. from 1000 Vain
alent to that contained in half- motorists showed that one of
housing project.
a-cup of coffee will induce every 50 checked has lost his
cancer in rats.
license.

m.arketers Get Guide
n Nearo Consumer

100 single white sheets
(50 imprinted, 50 plain)
50 envelopes .... $1.50

BURN,
KILLER,
BURN!

Informal notes, 36 notes
(imprinted with on• line
only) 36 envelopes, not
imprinted
SI .65
Send check or money order
--!

Fashion
Post Office Box 311
Memphis, Tenn.

Chairman Of
Gary
I

Ga. Bi-Racial Group
Fights Urban Renewal
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This is the first Christmas card,but...

this English holiday
greeting is older!
The first Christmas card was created in
England in I843;Gordon's Gin,74 years
earlier. So you're on firm, traditional
ground when you give a gift of Cordon's
...especially in the new 2-quart Gift
Carton, with a print of the first Christmas card on the front. Great gift ideal

Nootrof &mete 90 Proof. Gordon's Dry On

Co. Ltd., Linden, el. J.
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Melrose Will Meet Halls When
Holiday Tourney Opens Friday

way so that "I can go ahead
and
make ate irlotta money with- Lane
out gelds!! Sanded up in a flock
of law %Me'
Big Sonny, who won the title
from Patterson on a first•rounii
NEW YORK, (UPD-Willie Despite Fitchburg's highknockout at Chicago on SePt• 25: Shaw of Lane College (Tenn.). scoring
duo, the Massachusetts
has been making personal a.p- the nation's small college
bas- school 'ranks only 15th in
Lebioyne college ushers in see action Friday. Following will be coming here
with an pearances as champion. but Ile ketball scoring leader last team offense. Gorham State
its sixth annual Holiday Bask- the Melroset-Ralls contest, excellent reputation.
complains he is scarcely earn- season, is back
on top of the of Maine tops the nation in
etball Tournament for city and. Wander High of West Meming "eatin' money."
pack with a 42.7 average.
Prizes
will
be
presented
that category with a 105.5 avthe
county schools on the Bruce phi{ will meet Father Bertrand
41111111111MINNINNU1ININNINgilliM11111111111NWIMINNIONIINIMMINNINNINNIIINM188111011NIN Hall court this Friday, Dec. at 6, Mitchell Road takes on tour top teams in the tourney Jack Nilon, Liston's advisor, The 8-1 junior has tossed erage.
claims that Championship in 128 points in three games as
28, at 5 p.m. when Melrose Lester at 7, Douglas engages and the winning coach will re- Sports.
MISSISRIPPIAN SHINES
Inc still owes Sonny he is scoring at a rate almost
ceive a plaque. The 10 All'seen by many Memphians goes against Halls,
AT LAST IT'S HERS'
Tenn.
Four
Carver
High of Brownsville Tournament players also will $207,000 from the Sept. 25th fight 10 points better than last 'MEN
Willie Richardson, Jackson ,when he appeared here with
Thousands of soon today feel
other
games
are
scheduled
for
at
8,
and
Carver
of Memphis be given awards.
and PPP' up to ¶5. That
State's Little America flanker his Hot Springs Ark, high
that CSI promoted, and Nilon year's winning mark of 32.9. young
tired. +vatic rundown (Wing may
will tackle the winner of the
back, comes from a state where school team against Melrose. the opening night.
be from the need tor a supCapacity crowds are expect. warns that if Sonny doesn't gel Three other players are aver- only
There will be two games Melrose-Halls tilt at 9.
Try
NATURE/ own
dile money by Christmas, he aging more than 30 points a plement.
the Negro causes government Richardson has played in the
each
ed
remedy.
night.
Saturday night, Dec. 29, startTournamen
ts
fans
will see
un-1 will declare the return-bout con- game, in last NCAA statistics.
demagogues many sleepless Bluff City with Coleman High
RUMOTEX, A PHYSI'The annual cage meet is
Consolatio
ing
at
8.
n
and
finals
fast
a
brand
of
basketball
tprie
ateit,iy wisth attlecaettder
"son.a
str
itoeb isJo
of Fitchburg
nights in their efforts to keep when Booker T. Washington
a 38l
der direction of LeMoyne's
CIAN'S FORMUL
second with
nd will
them from reaching equal and the Mississippi echool will be played Monday night, since each participating team
saner back If not satubed A 3
Dec. 31.
Athletic
is
capable
Departmen
of
setting
headedifig
t,
a
torrid
ht light heavyweight champ- average; Monroe Currin of bottles. Only 1500 for a 2after
status. Last Saturday evening inlayed each other.
west
" All participating teams will,pace. Carver of Brownsville by Jerry C. Johnson.
C.0 0.. check Of MODE'
ion Harold Johnson at Haiti- LeMoyne (Tenn.) ranks third supply.
in Miami's famed Orange Bowl BIG LeMOYNE WIN
order.
March
more.
18, and Johans- with 31.0 and Fred Gillis of
the rangy Richardson high- I Last week the high flying
THE RUMOTEX CO.
son in Goteborg, Sweden, in Fitchburg State is fourth with 229 Ifast 112th
lighted a record-breaking aft. LeMoyne Mad Magicians provat. P.O. Boo 204
New York N. N.Y.
July.
30.4.
ernoon-night by spearing a ed that their legerdemain
Pectaculor pass thrown by works on foreign courts too
ndy Kerbow of Rice to give when the Mad Lads downed
South team a last-minute Kentucky State at Frankfort.
comeback win, 15-14, in the 91-88. This was an important
annual North-South all-star contest for LeMoyne, although
college game.
it was an non-conference afFOOD CENTER
It marked the first time in fair. Kentucky is always a
the history of the charity clas- formidable foe and it indi1287 Voliontin•
sic that Negroes had perform- cates that LeMoyne can win YONKERS, N. Y. -(UPI) - -Sonny uanis the return fight 'Cassius Clay. Then the two win.
BR 6-9509
ed for the South. -Bob Para- those important road tilts. Floyd Patterson, back from --wants to keep his word, and ners would fight for the title
We carry co rolling stock ol quality merchandise, at reasonable pric•s.
more, who had played oppo- Ironically the Magicians' only training camp to spend Christ- I want it because that's the 'Liston recommended the round.
Our U.S. Grade A or Choice B•ssf —Vital—Lamb. Xmas Candy, New
site Richardson the week be- loss in six games was away mas at home here with his fami- only way I can win back my Irohin because he said each of
Crop of Nuts, o coll•ction •f Fruits front Fancy Washington Stet*
fore when Florida A&M clash- from the familiar confines of ly, said he IS confident of a re- championship. And I'm deter- the three bouts would draw "a
th• Volley of Oregon. Toys — Skates and Xmas T.... Th•
and
friendly
Bruce
Hall. It also turn title fight with heavyweight mined to get that title back."'lona money."
ed with Jackson, was the othshows that our location loon S•et L•v•I and See Br
er sepia star with the South. showed that LeMoyne's win champion Sonny Liston in Where would the fight be
the
Pur•st
on Earth. And It is th•s• Br
S
hat pane"It was a good story," said
held?
Paramore. also a Little All- over the Kentuckians in Mem- March or April.
trat• our Fruits, Meets end V•g•tablos. t40 wonder people cons•
Floyd.
"But
Sonny
who
knows
phis
last
year
was no fluke.
horn For and Near to tor this m•rchandis•. We s•ry• Schools —
America choice who has done
Floyd has been training at his "Las Vegas (Nev.) and Balti- he is fighting next."
Church•s — Parti” and Civic Clubs. For your order Coll: MR.
the 100-yard dash in 9.3, was LeMoyne returns to action camp in Highland Mills, N. Y., more are under consideration,"
JESSE JAMES or SON.
Liston has said mnav times
honored along with Richard- next Friday (Jan. 4th) here for more than six weeks.
Floyd said.
that he wants to get the return
son with post game awards. against Tuskegee.
"In spite of all the different A reporter reminded Floyd
GR4AtDoE14
A LHbEsN
Catching t w o touchdown LeMOYNE HOLIDAY
stories being given out by dif- that Liston recently proposed at fight with Patterson out of the
Lb.
passes, including the winning TOURNEY
ferent people about my return Toronto a round-robin in which
80-yard heave with just 37. The seventh annual Le- fight with Sonny," Patterson ex- Liston would make his first de1962
GRADE A 4 to 6 Lbs.
1
seconds remaining and barely Moyne Holiday Tourney is plained. "The fact remains that fense against exchampion Inssing on two other chances, scheduled to be unreeled with Sonny and I have a solid con- gremar Johansson of Sweden.
ned for Richardson the Most aCtion slated to start Friday tract for a return title fight. and Floyd would fight young
AVERAGE - 6 to 10 Lbs.
luable Player of the South with Melrose going again,i
team award. Paramore receiv- Halls, Tennessee at 5 p.m. In
ed the Sphrtsmanship Award other games Bertrand takes
4 Lbs. AVERAGE 5-7 Lbs.
for his spirited running de- on West Memphis at 6 p.m.,
Lb.
spite a bad ankle. He was told Lester is matched with Mitchit would be better if he didn't ell Road at 7 p.m., at 8 p.m.,
Per 1..b.
play on the injured foot, but Douglass versus Brownsville,
Manhattan Bowling Bolls
the former Rattler was able to and the Melrose-Halls winner
Crown Prince & Swingster Shirts & Blouses
turn on speed on several oc- returns to match baskets with
Lbs. For
Complete Line Of Bowling Supplies & Equipment
.Carver.
casions for sizeable gains.
Trophies For All Occasions
Lester
defeated
Douglass
in
In a nationwide interview
the finals of last year's tourRichardson revealed that he
iney after the Red Deviis had
will go to Tucson Arizona for
:upset Washington in the semithe All-American Bowl and
finals. The undefeated Lions
EVERGOOD • Slab, Whole or Half
then to Baltimore for the Cru- will
be favored to successfulsade Bowl. The Tucson affair ly
"Your Bowling Equipin•nt Hitadatiart•ri"
$129
defend their title. Lester
Saturday pits the small college ,has
OCEAN SPRINGS - Fresh
Pint
2975 Lamar
been defeated in a prePA 74122
All-Americans against their
season exhibition by Mt. Pismajor college counterparts. gah
but the loss is not countCHEF' S CHOICE - Frozen 5 Lbs.
The Baltimore event shows off
569 Weaver Rd.
ed against the Lions who
the draft picks of the National
'avenged the upset in a return
tball League. The Eastern 'exhibitio
n.
ision choices going against
, Washington.. _Hamilton. and
'Western Division.
Manassas are the only prep
Richardson has been called'
'league teams that won't be
by :many the best pro oakt I
--'participating in this year's
receiving prospect ever to "
tournament.
leave an all Negro college. "
Washington beat Hamilton
Buddy Young, former profes- L
and Manassas by lopsided
sional gridder with Baltimore,
"scores but was upset by Wood_
rushed on the field after the 'stock,
83-58, last Friday at
premier aerial snatcher's last "Woodstoc
k for their fourth loss
collegiate game and hurriedly to non-leagu
e teams. Manassas
signed the Greenville native -upset
Carver, Carver surprised
for the Colts.
the measure of Hamilton in
Bobby Mitchell, another Bertrand and Douglass took
spectacular pass receiver with other action before the Christ
theWashington Redskins, was "mas break.
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College's Shaw Top
Scorer In Small Schools

Patterson Says Return
atch With !Liston Set
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ATTENTION, BOWLERS!

It is a pleasure extending
you greetings.

JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY

BROOKS &
BRADELY
FOOD CENTER

f

1963

TURKEYS
GEESE U.S.
DUCKS
HAm
Celery Sticks
Pig Ears
Pig Tails
Bacon
Oysters
Shrimps

_

471/,'
Lb.69/2 c
Lb. 41y2
33'
10,
3
59t
3Lb.. For69c
39'
$4"

GO BY BUS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

PaPPII
4.riti
ire Appreciate Your Patronage

LIBERTY CASH
GROCERY #12

SHAW'S CLEANERS
and LAUNDRY
SERVICE
4 HR. SERVICE WHEN DESIRED

1695 SWIFT
PHO WH 8-5517

853 Kerr Ave. at Miss.

John Ronza's

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2151 CENTRAL AT COOPER

v0'1
WARREN

IR 5-7571

MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
p..17.^",, I 1RGE Pink/A • 1 R I „.11,7g.ki
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"

For The Latest in
Hair Styles
Including The

YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT

"MONSTER—MASH"

LIVE IN A BEAUTIFUL
HOME LIKE THIS IN
EXCLUSIVE LAKEVIEW
GARDENS!

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT, COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411
AND IF NO ANSWER
JA 7-3311

Warren's Barber
and Beauty Shop
1208 Thomas St.
At Fire Stone

Perry's Beauty and Barber Shop
452 Walker Ave.
BEAUTY SHOP

I

Lit.

Operators

I

PEACE REALTY COMPANY
4856 Peace Street
Memphis 16, Tenn.

BARBER SHOP
Phone for

Vear

Appointments.
526-9203

1

SEE:

We Do Ali Style's

ROY KAVANAUGH, JR. EXECUTIVE

SAMUEL PEACE, BROKER

4

LEtt'bNIOtat
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HENDERSON BUSINESS COLLEGE NEWS Hamp To Play

Help Wanted

°ma. orroartINITY FOR
RfMIT mortar
•
By ESSIE B. McSWINE
By WILLA MAE JOHNSON ,ton Prescott and Carolyn Her( way.
C
itoetusptie.Yrics Trailer For Right Nett!
ring.
into
are
More
going
Negroes
and BARBARA ANN FINLEY
Trailer completely furnished with bed,
THE NEGRO ROLE
Willie Mae Jones and Robert
couch, cooking atove, beating stove.
the Business Field getting ,
Well here you are again Church, where she is an as- IN BUSINESS
Stepping into our spotlight Clark.
running water. eating table.. All MI
Businesses of their own. Small
'
9 is needed Is °wiring uteosile and to
is Violet Mae Johnson, a sen- Willie Mai Johnson and Ike swinging with EBB., namely sistant Sunday School Teacher A Student Speaks
clothIng Wife of monism must
Businesses are growing fast
ouwork three or four days
hse
and a member of the Youth The Negro is playing a New and Large Businesses are V
ior, and the daughter of Mrs. Westbrooks.
Evon Yvette Brown.
week for owner of Haller.
Euzlia Mahon of 193 Washing- Katie Stewart and John Par- This week the radiant beams Choir. Around the campus she Role in Businesses of today.
Trailer is incited at 5925 East Rein
growing faster. We are being
Road. Call J. A. Crews at MU 4.2100
ton st., in Collierville. She is ker.
of the spotlight tails on a is President of the Personette Some of them have been trained to become Executive LAS VEG AS — Lionel sfMr 5:30 p.m. or call JA 7-9910
between, 7 •.m. and 4 p.m.
a member of the Shilo Baptist BIG QUESTION OF
very unique senior on the Ma- Social Club, a NDCC Sponsor, named to Top Executive po- Secretaries. We shall play a Hampton moves into the Drift- 5925
East Raines Rd -- go to Lamer
church, Barton, Miss. She is a THE WEEK
Winnassas's campus. She is none a member of the Future Teach- sitions. Not because he was large role in the Businesii wood Lounge of Morris Lans- and Winchester Rd.. east on
to Hickory 1101. worth on
chester
member of the Library club. Who y.111 get No 40, Carolyn other than Miss Donna Jean ers of America, New Home- a Negro, but because he was
burgh's
fabulous
Flamingo Ho- H1ekory Rd.
Hill to Intersection at Hick,
World of tomorrow. With our
After graduation she plans to or Scherezade? ? ? May the best Clemons. Donna is a member makers of America, French well qualified. Who made him knowledge of Business,
tel Thursday night with his ory Hill and Raines Rd. The farm
great
la to the eouth.
attend Lane cpil.ge in Jackson, one ,,in.
of the Greater Middle Baptist Club and Program chairman of qualified? Did he do this him- things shall be achieved. We big band treating local auEMPLOY M NNT
_ ___ the English Club.
Tenn., where she will study
self? It is no surprise to me shall pave the way for others. diences to the very best of Lie. RAGSDALE
BeeutY Uswimior to 1koilt in
Clothing Construction in Home
White ineulY S1.19
She- is a very bright student that some of the greatest
the bossa nova.
We
shall
conquer
what
others
$21.1 mt.
Comb
MCA
and has maintained a high "B" minds that have helped AmerEconomics. Hats off to this
Order Cook .... . 420 up
were not able to conquer. We Hemp, long a favorite of iiihort
Cm*
Maids
average all through her high ica was those of Negroes. Yes,
fine young lady.
audiences at the Flamingo,
JA 6.4659
school years. After completion he qualified himself. He had shall reach the top, for we are will not forsake
GLEE CLUB
the best of WOMAN DIGHRES JOB AS MAIL. Old
of her high school studies sbe the will and God paved the being trained to become the jazz,
The Mt. Pisgah Glee club has
blues and standards, but baby-altter nye days a mesh. Call.
Top Executives in the New
plans to attend college and
Ot. 5-4581
elected its officers for the 1962will offer the bossa nova in
Frontier.
LIKE WORK AS COIlltUd
malor in education.
63 year. They are: Vertice Aladdition to these other types WOULD
seekers for her heart. William
children.
ironer
Leaving,
keep
the
city
or
to
return
A 21-gun salute to this Richardson
len, president; Elizabeth Wil- COLUMBUS, Ohio - The Young was formerly dean of
Cali: WH 8-2181.
of music.
and Charles Diggs home for Christmas are:
son, vice president; Mary Ann. Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, the Atlanta Univefsity School young lady.
are leading a game. (Wonder Essie Beatrice McSwine, Armed again with his vibes, Hommvorkers Wanted:
HAVE YOU HEARD THAT what kind and what is their Mary
Jones, secretary; Bettye Anne iInc.,
Ann Moree, Bobbie Jean Hemp is returning following a We Will nod you the Complete name.
will hold its 56th Gen- of Social Work and also servStokes, assistant secretary; Cared as Executive Director of the
Betty
King
and
John
Jodan
motto). Lavern Curtis has put Wells, Annie L. Jones, Sidle record-breaking tour of the and addressee of Si) ILIS, firms that
UlIWENTLY NEED HOMEWOKKMAS
olyn Herring, treasurer, Lois eral Convention in Columbus, Urban League of Omaha, Neb. (Lester) main vocation is get- Melvin Barton out of her mind
Hoskins, Shirley Smith, Lula country as well as making for only 25e postpaid' Ruse your
Washington, repbrter; Peggie Ohio, Dec. 26-39, and it. prom- Dr. Harry Richardson, Dean ting tighter. De Frances Free- for a guy around Owens Col- M.
name. address. and 250 today to
Brown,
Evelyn
Dailey,
several
new
records
for
his
ises
FARMER
to
largest
211118 rum Ave. New York
one
of
the
be
Jean Jones and Robert Jones,
of the Interdenominational mon w a s really styling lege. Leola Tucker is looking Eloise L.
10. NY,
Queen Williams, own Glad-Hamp label.
sergeant at arms, and Mrs. Mai thus far, with eetivitiet plan- Theological Seminary in At- Thanksgiving night. Marie forward to a big Xmas present Bonnie Hall.
Laird, Gloria Davis The all-lime great musician
Hunt, director. FrAay, Dec. 21, ned for Alpha men, wives, lanta, will address the closed Kirk is playing for poor David from a certain college fellow and
Margaret Stewart.
has tailored his presentation
the Glee club and band, under guests and children.
banquet Saturday evening, Coleman — I could have sworn (J. M.).
The student body united especially for the holiday
seathe Icadershi, of Mrs. Hunt and Some of the activities to be December 29. 1962. Dr. Rich- he told me he was going to QUIZZES QUESTIONS
together for the last time in son and is putting particular
the band director, Mr. Archie provided for the ladies include ardson's school has played an fill her head with jive but the Who is the latest with Mari- this year to witness
the
most
a
luncheon,
*card
party,
style
a
rendering
emphasis
on
his
are
Brodie y.
shows on New
important part in training plan must have back fired. lyn Vaulx and Shirley. Reed? outstanding program of the
Ci,ristmas prne-am in the Mt. show and an ice-breaker, or i ministers.
(Well David). Barbara Malone Has Wiley Walton gotten his year. This Christmas program Year's Eve. A record turnout
party.
get-acquainted
Teenis
expected.
has
Bradley
gym.
Mr.
Pisgah
can't sit down a minute with- girls in alphabetical order yet? was given by the Student
NEWSMAN TO SPEAK
selected his majorettes, they agers and pre-teeners can exout talking about the Navy Claudine Cooper, what or who Council with members of the In addition to Hamp's regare: Joyce Moore, Doristine pect to attend a talent show, Malvin R. Goode will be (could it he that she has an made tears come in your eyes
and
sAeswurnen
Freshman and Senior classes ular stints on New Year's Eve, Saleamen
principle
speaker
the
for
the
exhibit,
and
skatart
hobby
ColoHerrin,
Carolyn
Trice.
he and his band have been wanted to
interest in the Navy)? Every in the auditorium? (Now you participating.
advertisundergraduate
luncheon
and
bowling
ing
party
party,
Showers,
Estella
Owens,
dia
page in Lillie Mae Bolton's know that "Big Girls Don't Greetings
th, Memphis mat ket.
from Henderson selected as one of the "All ing in
Goode joined the American Potebook
Beverly Jane Joyner, and dance.
Star Parade of Bands" broad- We pay 25 per cent and 30
is headed Sol Craw- Cry"). Why doesn't everyone
Whitney M. Young, Jr., Broadcasting Company (ABC) ford. Shirley Redd has been stop saying that Danny Peete Business College to the Staff cast annually by NBC through- per cent contitict commission
Earlie Mae Bites, captain.
executive director of the Na- as staff newsman and is as- classified as being the cutest doesn't really love Brenda of the Tr -Defender, wishing put the world.
TOP COUPLES
on the dollar.
Ernestine Stewart and Willie tional Urban League will be signed to the ABC United Na- girl in the freshman class. A Rice? ... Well I think he does you and yours a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. Listeners around the globe THE,TRISTATE DEFENDER
the speaker for the public tions staff covering the Fall certain girl has eyes on Lewis so let's get off the girl's back
Smith.
will join Flamingo crowds 238 South Wellington Street
Scherezade Jones and Clin- meeting, Thursday, Dec. 27. General Assembly sessions.
Bingham. Sarah Wiks has two'(Okay?)
in welcoming in the New
Memphis, Tenn.
Fear to the music and excitement provided by the HampBusiness Services
ton band.

At Flamingo In
egas New Year s
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ilpha's Convention Will Be

geld In Columbus Dec. 26-29

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

MELROSE
M
I I
REVIEW PTAW

The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center

Matta

4•••••••••••••••••11.

r

SHOP AT

coletta.%
TAILORS

129 Beale St.

WAYNE'S

FOR THE

SEASON

HOLIDAY

JA 5-9395

STU 910 — 1

SALE

QUALITY

PAPE'S
MEN S SHOP

FOR HIS XMAS GIFT

HAPPY
NEW nitn

MERCHANDISE
FOR
LOW LOW PRICES

PHONE IA 7 6757
159.61 BEALE ST
MEMPHIS 3, TENN

160 BEALE STREET

M&H

CLEANERS

IATHAN'S

& HATTERS
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by

ERNEST WITHERS
319 BEALE STREET

C:7-e•-•
Mig

UNCLE !Aiir
Y

MONEY
TO LOAN !

ON ANYTHING OF VALUE'
Bargains in Unredownsid Plede•s
Shotguns - Com•raa - Diamonds
Radios - Jewislry - Clothin g

UNCLE SAM'S
PAWN
SHOP

122 BEALE

FFICE

LOAN

151 Beale St.

We Ho.,• B•en I, BUIlin•et 1 5
Years. Elocau•• Ws Am Sp•cial•
ist• In Our Field.

BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

Visit td & H BARBER SHOP

176 IL 171I SEALE STREET

"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"

SALKY -BROTHERS

Foot Lockers

S395

S5

Up

Up

If you can't find it at
RADIOS LUGGAGE
LADIES JEWELRY

A. SCHWAB'S you are better off with out it.

122 BEALE ST
JA 7-9646

X--11T..77_43E3EJEC7VS,
PRINTING CO.

"Yd/66 When,
?/cu'/1 Wet dt Ben"
Memphis, Tenn.
358 Beale St.

Sem Station
382 BEALE STREET
Rd. Service — JA 5-9612

RAGLAND
& SCOTT
880 E McLEMORE

"The Best In
"The Best In
Service And
Service And
Quality"
Quality"
ALL DAY
ALL DAY
ROAD SERVICE
PARKING
ALL WEEK

PARKING

$100

HEAVY-DUTY
MECHANIC SERVICE

WEAVER'S FAST CAR
EXPERT
WASHING
LUBRICATION
Mechanic On Duty Daily

WEAVER'S FAST
CAR WASHING
EXPERT LUBRICATIRN

MERICAN
LOAN CO.

AK: SCHARFF BRANCH

Cut Flowers Daily
Funeral Designs
A Specialty
Mrs. Wilmus Oloydos, Prop

Kr.
(

; 1913

leo

1/63

0,_
YEARS,05 ptOGNESS

4/0

LABon '
P fit

HARRY'S
DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE
205 Beale St.

RAGLAND'S

was W. D. Callian, principal
Instructions
Mao. Any Make Clock Repaired
of Melrose Elementary.
Will Pick Up And Deliver
Inductees were Mitrgaret
PH: EX 7.6742
Tunstall. Ural Adams, Charlie J. A. Hickey
ATTEND
Payne, Barbara Gentry. Walter Bell, Judy Moore, Yvonne
SPECIAL
WARE'S BIBLE CLASSES
Smith, William Stankback, Apts. For Rent
541 Vance et.
amm PROJECTORS
Myrna Williams, Ardia Ward, FURNISHED RUM
Every Monday Night
WISH NATI%
Rebecce Littlejohn, Cheryl bath,water a lights furnished Phone
52750 & 53750
Free Enrollment
Davis, Amelia Nelson, Diana BR 5-7124.
NEWLY REMODELED
Briscoe. Mary Londor. Tor- 3 • BEDROOM
ot\
- L. R. ICPCCHEN
rence Muers, Robert Mebane, Bath - 1158 Gautier, - PHONE:
2-5537
For Sale Misc.
.... and Gloria Nolen.
NEWLY DECORATED TWO Roost
So we say hat's off to these APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 665
NEED—MONEY?
WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS. $25.00.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
students and keep up the good S.
Water furnished. Can BR 2-2113.
3108 11.
hAT YOUR INCONVENIENCE, work. Certainly what's worth 54100M
Road north of
APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY Highway Germantown
64
Ellendsle can be
$40.00. CALL WH 6-6645 or shown by owner.nr.Anytime.
having is worth waiting for. JA NICE.
Mrs. George
MEET ME AT
6-2890. Mr E t. Young
Olbbit, Jr.
QUESTIONNAIRE
54 MERCURY - ONLY $65
Walter Bell, we would like'Situation
Radio, heater, good
Wanted Intires.goodnowcondition,
battery. MU 5-1666.
to inform you: (1) Look beRECORD SHOP
fore you leap—the new or- 1RIVA is: PARTY Mot ID LIKE TO Phone VAL'S
SO 24798. Open Seven Dam
Purchase a honm bar In fair condi- We have
ganization that you saw dress- tion.
20.000 records you ask. We
Call JAelmon 6-8397,
have 5 of any records for $3.40 pion
108 Beale
ed last week is in no way af- E
- XPERIENCE n
tax and handling charge. Write Vail
BEAUTICIANS
want. Job as shampooer In white Record Shop, 3536 W. 16th St.. CM.
Or
filiated with the Sac's.
shop or as seamstress.
JA 3.2664.
eago 23, DI,
182 So. Main St.
(2) Have you forgotten that
she
wasn't
Jac.
And
S.M.
is
a
MONEY LOANED ON
3 part of them.
ANYTHING OF VALUE
Thelma Glass did you know'
that 3-23 was caught at the
259 SOUTH LAUDERDALE SlREET — JAckson 6-2523
home of 18-8. And incidentally, your bopping buddy has
a big surprise in store for you.;
*
OC‘
‘
\\
114
1
,c,
4
4- C
4
Barbara Wilson, who will
you settle the situation without breaking a heart?
0:1
4P- Ost
1
Did you 'know that Charles
Chism was the most handsome boy at Melrose?
11,0
JA 6-9111 -.WM64690
Shirley Walker, who is your
Flowers for All Occasions favorite celebrity, N.G. or T.
MONEY LOANED ON ALL
ARTICLES OF VALUE
All Business Confidential

YMCA

SPECIAL
Metal Suitcases

CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STREET

STORE

146 BEALE ST

SHOE STORE
HIGH

TUXEDO RENTALS

DIOR'S

shop at

PIANO, VOICE AND CHARM
CilleJeelf. Private or
SPeCoG
rate to school children.groups
Z. Lola King,
1816 South Parkway East, Pilo:
li`t
s.itt
pleauttfot Walnut flotahed, Spinet
275-0433
too' Mann.
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPI!:
By PENNYE St PAT
954 No. Wimp&
that you would like Installed via
, 2 PIECES KROELER LIVING ROOM to wall or cleaned. Call Bob Miller
We are your reporters Suite, Excellent condition. 540.110. for a free_estirnate. 111, 5.0702.
Cali BR 2-2276,
bringing you the latest data LEAVING CITY,
BUSINESS CARDS—
SACRIFICE
from around the Melrose hold items & Furniture at HOUSEBargain Gusto... Cards - Letter Heads • Zs,
Prices
for
quick
sale.
Too
many Items colones - Wedding Anne. Pealionabls
campus.
to list. Most like new. At Practice
Mee* • 24 hear service. All kinds
The National Honor Society of original coet. BR 6-3072,
Of Printing & Publishing. Office. School
& Church supplies
presented its annual inducStanback Printing & Publishing Co.
2477 Desdriek Ave.
tion ceremony on December WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE
FA 7.9127 or
324-5449
14. The speaker of the hour CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON

WHERE PRICES ARE RIGHT

AFTER CHRISTMAS
SALE
LADIES' SHOES

LADIES'
NYLON HOSIERY

$1" 44c
Your Shopp:ng Always Good
At Beale Street Shopping Center

TENN.
REGULAR
BAPTIST BOOK STORE
1963 Stendard Sunday Scheel
$2.95.
Commentary
1992 HIGLEYS Sunday School
$2.95
Comm•ntory
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Palms for Emphosl•
P•cko
345 BEALE STREET
Phine• JA 1-4732
R•v. C. M. LEE, °plow

AFTER XMAS
SALE
ALL MERCHANDISE
REDUCED TO 50°. OFF

M.?
TOP PERSONALITIES
Joyce Bland & the Jive
Seven, Lydia Campbell, Sarah
Rubin, Roger House, Sandra

Taylor, Janice Hughes, Anna
Smith, Judy Moore, Lawrence
Kelley. Roy Chester Thomas,
John Edwards. Sam Mosley,
Andrew
Emmitt Madkins,
Rosser & Charles Chism.
IDLE TALE
Margarett Beddingfield. how
are you these days? Roland
Gardner, you seem to be collecting quite a fan club—what
is your secret?
Verna Stephens, we still
have a secret so you had better watch your step.
TOP TWOSOMES
Joyce Bland and Otis Swift.
Barbara Wilson and Peter
Simmons.
Roger, House and Henry
Petty.
Charles Chism and Rosnel
Baker.
Briscoe and Henry
Lockridge.

Quits Denis To Be
MORRIS' Miss. GOP Candidate
LOAN OFFICE
"WE LOAN MONEY-

152 BEALE ST.
Smol I enough

to A ppr.t iot•

youf alit ill•SS
'

Res. Phone

JA 7-8471

KOEN'S
CLEANERS

CLEiNING• PRESSING•
ALTERATIONS - EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING
SAME DAT SERVICE
363 Beale St., Memphis, Tenn.

JACKSON, Miss — (UPI)—
Rubel Phillips, a Goldwater
conservative, announced he
would be the first Republican
candidate for governor of Mississippi since Reconstruction
Days.
The 371year-old attorney
and naval reserve intelligence
officer told a news conference
here he has severed relations
with the national Democratic
party and will campaign for
governor under the GOP banner next November.
Phillips said he would follow the conservative philosophy of the late Sen. Robert
Taft of Ohio, and Sen. Barry
Goldwater, R.-Ariz,

NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOM
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR rEEDS AND INTERESTS

I. 19 Dormitory Rooms; — Clean, Comfortable. Modern Furniture,
Ball, — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers . ..
Weekly Reis: $5 — $IO
2. Mndern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 1500 it.
Dicing — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Hold. AA Rating,
3. Pegulalior Gym Equipped with Stow Specteton Section will.
1200 seeing capacity — For Leagues, tournaments, Compel/06,e
Matches, CI
BoOnly -- Community Programs
4. 7.Largs Club Rooms: Club Meetings —
— Foiums —
Confe.ences — teas — Socials

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)

ou KNOW SHE IS NOT
A tal'SY
'ibis is her new office at the Alissi
sippi State Line. MADAM
BELL II
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to slay in her

new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragedic
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have tatted in the rest conic see MADAM 11E1,1, at Once,
located on Highway 51 South, just over Misfitseippi State Line on the way to Hernando. her home
is '2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
( fur the RED BRICK
the DeSolo Motel. lie 14111e to lout

110115g and you II find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus milked Whitehaven State 1,1A
and get off at State Line and wolk 2 bloke and soV
never hod an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S IIAND MON.

